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Dear Reader,

KADIST
A 
Distinct 
Itinerary in        
Space and     
Time

invites you to explore Kadist’s programs. In conceiving this 
volume, we had in mind a guidebook that would offer a jour-
ney into Kadist’s projects and its collaborative approaches. 

The aim is not to present a comprehensive archive, as 
our website does, but instead to collect a multiplicity of voices 
who have participated in the making of the organization and 
who speak from personal points of view: founders, advisors, 
team members, artists, and curators we have been working 
with since Kadist’s inception in 2001.

This polyphonic collection of writings describes our 
way of working, conveying something of the fragile intimacy 
hidden behind the construction of an institution. From these 
voices, a multitude of facets appear, reflecting the contingen-
cies, the questions, and the discussions inherent to the life of 
the organization.

Traversing the space and the time of the book, Kadist’s 
mission statement runs throughout—a word every two 
pages—which you can read almost as a score or a flip-book. 
It is accompanied by a series of exhibition views, creating 
a visual timeline of Kadist’s exhibition history, each image 
documenting one Kadist project that took place in Paris, 
San Francisco, or elsewhere.

The mission statement also determines the order of 
appearance of the contributions: its four sentences structure 
the four sections of the book, each one addressing Kadist 
through a specific angle: the organization, the collection, 
international programs, and local and online programs. Each 
section also includes a specific contribution by an artist: 
Yin-Ju Chen, Mariana Castillo Deball, Slavs and Tatars, and 
Lee Kit.

We hope, dear reader, that you will regard this book 
as an orientation guide through Kadist’s fabric and life, and 
that you will continue to accompany us on our transformative 
journey.

Bon voyage!

Élodie Royer
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CHAPTER I
ORGANIZATION

←  Previous pages: Yin-Ju Chen, An Astrological Reading for Kadist, 2018. 
Pencil, MBM paper, coffee.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, KADIST
Sandra Terdjman

In truth, founding is always re-founding—building on what 
already exists. In 2006, artistic foundations born of private ini-
tiatives were few. We had not one model but many inspirations 
and aspirations. Mine were coming from London, where I lived 
for several years. Art spaces seemed to be created sponta-
neously, attracting and inviting artists and thinkers from all 
around. I wanted to bring that air to Paris. Combined with my 
uncle’s mindset and desires, it got us to start Kadist.

Conceived as a space for artistic and curatorial experi-
mentation, Kadist brought together people from all geographic 
horizons. It started as a small space presenting works both 
within its walls and beyond—a living space where one worked, 
ate, and slept, and where artistic projects contaminated the rest 
of the everyday activities. It started as a venue in Paris, extended 
to San Francisco in a second venue, and now aims at challeng-
ing its way of thinking through collaborations internationally.

We let intuitive gestures take unpredictable paths. 
It could only be a collective effort, with an invested commit-
tee and team, learning as we went: first two, then three, four, 
and now twenty associates on two continents. The family at 
the origin of the project grew into a larger, chosen family that 
gave substance to the initiative. The artists, curators, authors, 
installers, and gallerists with whom we built this institution 
are the players in this story.
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2006 The Show Will Be Open When the Show Will Be Closed, curated by 
Adam Carr, various gallery locations, Paris.

believe

What a party it would be if we could all come together! 
There would be pepper Champagne, hula hooping, and 
Vilnius sling swinging. The celebration would infiltrate all the 
material and immaterial layers of the foundation. It  would 
take place simultaneously in the flats and offices of Paris and 
San Francisco. It would resonate in many cities: Bombay, Cairo, 
Johannesburg, Mexico City. All works from the collection would 
be guests. Discussions and debates would take place on the 
web. The font informing the six letters of “Kadist” would shuffle 
infinitely. Group photo. Happy birthday Kadist. Each person 
would give their account of the projects realized together:

Looking for traces of Acephale, George Bataille’s 
secret society 
Getting lost in the Forêt de Marly
Taking down the historical chandeliers of 
a Parisian hotel
Discovering the missionary headquarters 
on the Left Bank
Listening to a historian paint Erik Satie’s Paris 
for us in words 
Being surprised by the noise of a data center
Failing to understand the lives of teenagers living 
in Pierrefitte

We would recall our exchanges:

Collective retreats in the south
Pitching ideas at acquisition meetings
Food and wine to argue and reconcile
Disconnected Skypes
Thoughtful comments by my grandmother
Meetings that never end

Founding is wanting to transmit. We share anecdotes and 
stories in a book, thinking that others will make it their own. 
But beyond the book, there is a collection of works, an anthol-
ogy of regards bearing witness to the state of the world today. 
Presenting these works in countries where they are not 
expected, using these regards as a springboard for debates, 
writings, and exhibitions. This collection is both the institu-
tion’s footprint and the tool that allows us to transmit.

After fifteen years, I realize that we are as light today as 
ever, because what we have created together is more like a 
stream than a pile of rocks. Through the years, I hope we have 
swept the people we have met into a state that influences 
their trajectory as much as they have influenced mine.

Founding is wishing that what is created will not only 
transform us, but also be transformed.
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2006 Apolitico, Wilfredo Prieto, Jardin des Tuileries, FIAC Hors-les-murs, 
Paris. Photo: Alexandre Guirkinger.

contemporary

SERENDIPITY 
Vincent Worms

The  story of Kadist owes much to the inspiration of the 
moment, and fortuitous encounters with people who at times 
became advisors or team members. Here are my recollec-
tions of some of them, punctuating the path from inception 
in the early 2000 s to the Kadist of today.
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2006  Dead Angles (Lost Bills), Wilfredo Prieto, Kadist, Paris.

artists

SERENDIPITY

A 2001 dinner at Closerie des Lilas, a favorite family restau-
rant in Paris. My niece Sandra* has just graduated from cura-
torial studies, and is eager to get into action. She passes to 

me a small note under the table, which reads, “How about 
starting an art project together?” I don’t know exactly what 
she means, but perhaps under the euphoric influence of the 
bottle of Bordeaux, I scribble back, “Why not?” I live in faraway 
San Francisco, so Sandra is pretty much on her own to boot-
strap the project with a small budget and a space in the heart 
of Montmartre. This section of Paris is no longer the efferves-
cent art scene that inspired Pablo Picasso a century before, 
but it is a lively and charming neighborhood, and soon enough 
Sandra will attract a regular crowd to Kadist gatherings there.

THE TRIANGLE

It is 2003 and the Kadist committee is in London visiting the 
first Frieze Art Fair. At dinner in a Soho Indian restaurant, the 
conversation returns to one of our favorite topics: What con-
stitutes art? Rozenn* asks us, “l’œuvre retient-elle l’œil, la 

A

Emotional / Poetic

Conceptual / 
SymbolicB

Visual / 
Plastic 

54

1

2 36

7
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make

2007  Between Projects, Mungo Thomson, Kadist, Paris.

pensée, l’âme? ” perhaps not realizing this will become the 
consistent prism through which we look at contemporary 
artworks. I need drawings to illustrate concepts, so I sketch 
a triangle on a napkin, much later presenting it to Larry*, who 
asks with good humor if there is any Masonic interpretation 
to it. More recently, the triangle inspired a spirited conversa-
tion among us about the nature of subjectivity in everybody’s 
appreciation of the arts.

COLLECTION COMMITTEE

It is sometimes said that the best art collections are assem-
bled by a single individual with strong instincts. While there are 
many examples to support this assertion, it is not the model 
Kadist adopted to create its collection, which began in 2004 
with European artists, then adding an American and Asian 
focus a few years later. This global ambition requires expertise 

that no single person can possess. However, the committee of 
Kadist advisors is regularly browsing the world of fairs, bien-
nales, and other exhibitions, and together they bring to our 
collecting process a unique access to many promising young 
artists worldwide. Jean-Marc* is one of our advisors, and he 
shares with us his experience of collecting by committee from 
his position at the FNAC, the French national fund for the arts. 
To this day, these creative biannual exchanges of views—only 
nowadays with a larger group of advisors in sometimes virtual 
meetings—remain how Kadist’s collection keeps connected 
to the vibrant world of contemporary art.

MEDIUM

Friends ask me, “What paintings have you acquired lately at 
Kadist?” and I have to disappoint them, since we don’t often 

C
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2007  Some Time Waiting, curated by Adam Carr, Kadist, Paris. Work by 
Pierre Bismuth.

add paintings to the collection—not because of a lack of 
attachment by many of us to that medium, but more because 
of the modest representation of paintings in the contempo-
rary art world in general. New media such as photography and 
video seem to be preferred by artists, particularly to address 
sociopolitical issues. Jeremy* also makes the point that paint-
ings are at a disadvantage when not presented “in the flesh” 
but instead on a computer screen, suggesting creative ways 
in 2006 for our committee to compensate for that handicap. 
Our discussions regarding medium have never stopped, as 
new formats of artistic expression keep emerging. Recently, 
Kadist established a mode for the acquisition of non-object 
artworks like performances, with a plan to include them in 
relevant exhibitions.

RESIDENCIES

Two guest apartments were available in Paris next to the 
gallery, and our invited artists consistently appreciated 
working closely with the team to prepare the solo exhi-
bitions that conclude their residencies, which is why a 
similar configuration was put in place a few years later in 
San Francisco. In 2007 we entertained a new residency 
idea: inviting a young curator to spend a few months in Paris 
with the team to produce in the Kadist gallery a group show 
resonating with their curatorial interest and the local con-
text. This is the year of Documenta 12, which takes the team 
and advisors on a field trip to Kassel. Cosmin Costinas, an 
editor of the Documenta magazine project, is a candidate, 
and the restaurant where we interview him is so noisy that 
we have to trust our instincts rather than our ears that he 
should be our guest curator. As with so many other resi-
dents, his path will cross Kadist’s again, when he and his 
partner Inti Guerrero curate Soil and Stones (2016-17), a 
Kadist exhibition traveling from Manila to Hong Kong 
and Bangkok. 

WEDNESDAYS

San Francisco has a small contemporary art scene and lim-
ited exposure to international artists. Given its home base 
in Europe, Kadist naturally pursues the opportunity to invite 
young artists from abroad, which is often their first chance to 
show in the United States. The apartment recently acquired 
in San Francisco’s South of Market district now hosts an 
uninterrupted flow of international guests. But there is still 
no plan at that time for an exhibition space in San Francisco, 
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2007  The Backroom, run by Magalí Arriola, Kate Fowle, and Renaud Proch, 
Kadist, Paris.

since local museums have been willing to offer the nec-
essary venues for our temporary shows. Then one day in 
2008, Joseph*, the first local team member, convinces me 
to take a look at an available property with good street visi-
bility in the heart of the popular Mission District. The recent 

subprime crisis has depressed real estate prices, and the 
opportunity is “too good to pass up.” Now, mirroring the 
Paris setup, Kadist has an office, a midsize exhibition gal-
lery, and a space we reserve for events. Having reviewed 
which day of the week is not too busy already with other 
San Francisco cultural events, “Kadist Wednesdays” soon 
become a popular destination for the city’s contemporary 
art-loving community. 

CHINA

Contemporary art from China is not so well known in the 
West. We know Zhang Xiaogang’s bloodline paintings and 
Yue Minjun’s exaggerated smiles, but then  .  .  . ? In  2009 
I become friends with Hanru*, then director of exhibitions 
at the San Francisco Art Institute. He grew up in Guangzhou 

D

E
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2007  A Solo Exhibition, Mario García Torres, Kadist, Paris.

in the midst of the Cultural Revolution, and he tells me about 
the first time he saw New York as a child. In response to 
my surprise that he was able to travel to the West, he clar-
ifies, “No, no, on television, the first television I ever saw!” 
Our conversations lead to imagining a Kadist Asia collec-
tion we code-name A3, starting with contemporary Chinese 
artists like Zhang Peili, then expanding to other countries 
in Asia. China will not only be a new collection at Kadist, it 
will also become our “office-less venue,” a place for regular 
programs managed from across the Pacific, such as a first 
exhibition in Shanghai’s Minsheng Art Museum, a partner-
ship with the prestigious China Central Academy of Fine 
Arts in Beijing, and a fast-growing following on hyperactive 
Chinese social media.

ART SCHOOLS 

The Wattis Institute for Contemporary Arts is a small but 
renowned gallery on the San Francisco campus of California 
College of the Arts. I meet Jens*, its director, in 2007—the 
start of a long-lasting friendship and regular dinner encoun-
ters in which we remake the world together. We both believe 
in connecting art education with real-world contemporary 
art practice, and come up with the idea of a fellowship: grad-
uating students from CCA’s Graduate Program in Curatorial 
Practice will participate in a competition in which they pro-
pose an exhibition project with works from the Kadist col-
lection and other local artists. The winner then produces 
his or her first real-world exhibition at the Wattis. Xiaoyu 
Weng, freshly arrived from Shanghai, is our inaugural fellow, 
and her R for Replicant exhibition opens in 2010. Like other 
fellows after her, she later joins the Kadist team, illustrat-
ing its symbiotic relationship with San  Francisco’s art 
student community.

ARTIST + ENTREPRENEUR

Artists today need more than an easel in a studio: videos in 
particular can involve complex logistics for their realization. 
Assisting resident artists with putting together their exhibi-
tions at times requires Kadist to become a small but resource-
ful production house, as in the case of Brazilian artist Marcelo 
Cidade’s idea to displace a piece of a San Francisco parking 
lot into our gallery. This artist-and-entrepreneur combina-
tion can arise in other situations, as in 2012 when I meet with 
Tino Sehgal—not an easy proposition, since he does not use 
airlines in his passionate defense of the environment. Since 
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2008  Société Anonyme, curated by Thomas Boutoux, François Piron, 
Benjamin Thorel, and Oscar Tuazon, Kadist, Paris. Photo: Émilie Villez.

to

he also prohibits any physical documentation in the selling 
of his works, I find myself in a slightly eerie situation in the 
office of a Paris notary, repeating after Tino the meticulous 
verbal clauses applying to Kadist’s acquisition of one of his 
“constructed situations.”

KADIST CURATORIAL COLLABORATIONS 

Most collectors love to show their artworks, which some-
times invade walls from the basement to the attic of their 
home. Kadist is no different, and our home is the two gal-
leries in Paris and San Francisco, but we reserve them for 
temporary exhibitions, for instance the solo shows of our 
resident artists. Luckily, a number of world curators like to 
borrow from Kadist’s collection, often because of its inclusion 
of artists from other parts of the world. Intrigued by this new 

form of global networking, we then begin taking the initiative 
ourselves, proposing what we came to call Kadist Curatorial 
Collaborations to growing numbers of global art venues. 
The exhibition theme in question, elaborated in common, 
must be relevant to the local context and preferably lend 

F

G
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2008  Société Anonyme, curated by Thomas Boutoux, François Piron, 
Benjamin Thorel, and Oscar Tuazon, Kadist, Paris. Photo: Émilie Villez.

itself to an international artist representation. Landscape: 
The Virtual, the Actual, the Possible?, a show that opens 
in 2014 in San Francisco and the year before in the Times 
Museum in Guangzhou, is one of the first realizations of the 
concept. A few years later we add a regional dimension, orga-
nizing these collaborations in three-year cycles concurrently 
in five regions of the world.

ART AND SOCIETY

We believe contemporary artists make an important con-
tribution to a progressive society. It has a particular reso-
nance in countries engaged in political transformation, often 
together with the early development of a contemporary art 
scene. South Africa is a good example, as remnants of the 
apartheid regime that ended less than twenty-five years ago 
still pervade the political and art worlds alike. Africa has not 

been in Kadist’s focus until the day Philippe* spots in my office 
a poignant Zwelethu Mthethwa photograph, and I discover 
his longtime involvement with the arts from that continent. 
In  2015 we travel together to South Africa to explore the 
context of a future curatorial collaboration, a visit symboli-
cally marked by the encounter of Santu Mofokeng and David 
Goldblatt, two iconic photographers of the apartheid era.

TECHNOLOGY  

“Arts and technology” is a regular topic, but not an obvious 
combination in my opinion: design is not necessarily art, 
and internet art is not always successful. Yet Silicon Valley 
is a short drive from our San Francisco office, and technol-
ogy has become an important ingredient in several aspects 
of Kadist’s daily operations: archiving videos requires 

H
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2008  Société Anonyme, curated by Thomas Boutoux, François Piron, 
Benjamin Thorel, and Oscar Tuazon, Kadist, Paris. Photo: Émilie Villez.

adaptation to ever-changing digital formats; reaching 
online followers requires keeping up with the latest trends 
on social networks; navigating a collection that has grown 
to more than a thousand works is becoming difficult for the 
normal mind. In 2016 I ask my friend Daren* to solve this 
challenge, because of his combined expertise in machine 
learning and passion for the arts. Technology is also often 
present in the mind of Kadist’s collection artists: such phe-
nomena as machine automation and surveillance are not 
rare subjects in their work, which effectively questions the 
ramifications of these technologies that increasingly con-
trol our lives.

* Jens Hoffmann, Hou  Hanru, Jeremy Lewison, Joseph del Pesco, 
Philippe Pirotte, Rozenn Prat, Jean-Marc Prévost, Daren Race, Larry 
Rinder, and Sandra Terdjman are members of Kadist’s group of 
advisors.

A Rue des Trois Frères, Paris where Kadist is located.
B The Triangle.
C http://condadoalhama.com/news/4015/committees/.
D Street view of Kadist, San Francisco. 
E Zhang Peili, A Gust of Wind, 2008. Installation. Kadist collection.
F Marcelo Cidade, preparation of Somewhere, Elsewhere, Anywhere, 

Nowhere, 2014.
G Paul Kos, Sound of Ice Melting, 1970. Installation. Kadist collection.
H Zwelethu Mthethwa, Untitled, 1998–99. Photograph. Kadist collection.
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2008  André, Pablo Pijnappel, Kadist, Paris.

KADIST: AN ART ORGANIZATION 
FOR THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY 

Lawrence Rinder

Describing Kadist is always a bit of a challenge. How do you 
explain something that is complicated and, at first glance 
anyway, unlike other arts organizations? Kadist was founded, 
and initially funded, by one family, but is a nonprofit organiza-
tion that has expanded well beyond its original scope. It has 
two physical locations but presents programs throughout 
the world. It has a large collection but no permanent site for 
collection display. Its focus is contemporary art but its mis-
sion is to support progressive social change. How do these 
characteristics add up to a coherent whole and how can they 
be clearly conveyed? To begin, it might be helpful to cite a 
number of precedents and comparative models.

The  Carnegie libraries share some features with 
Kadist. In 1883, the wealthy industrialist Andrew Carnegie 
began a three-decade-long project of establishing libraries 
throughout the world. Ultimately he funded the construction 
of 2,509 libraries in North America, Europe, Africa, Australia, 
and Oceania. Carnegie’s egalitarian vision extended to the 
means of accessing the books: he invented the technique 
of open-access shelving whereby users could avoid having 
to request specific titles and instead browse the stacks at 
their leisure. Carnegie was the richest man in the world, but 
he asked that the communities in which he built libraries 
share in the cost of their operation and maintenance. He did 
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2008  Like an Attali Report, but Different, curated by Cosmin Costinas, 
Kadist, Paris. Work by Heman Chong. Photo: Aurélien Mole. 

so because he felt that “an endowed institution is liable to 
become the prey of a clique. The public ceases to take interest 
in it, or, rather, never acquires interest in it.” [1] In this respect, 
Carnegie’s project was radically collaborative and catalyzed 
the energies of communities around the world.

Another salient precedent is the American Federation 
of Arts, established in 1909 with the goal of “bringing muse-
ums to the people.” The AFA was conceived by an associ-
ate of Carnegie (his lawyer, in fact), Elihu Root, and founded 
under the auspices of the National Academy of Arts in alli-
ance with many leading museums of the day, including the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Corcoran Gallery of Art, and 
the Art Institute of Chicago. The AFA drew on the vast collec-
tions of these institutions to assemble traveling exhibitions 
that could be seen in remote locations. It went on to become 
a major supporter of cutting-edge media and technologies, 
especially experimental film and video. The AFA’s programs 
and exhibitions are international and have been presented in 
North and South America, Europe, Asia, and Africa. The AFA 
does not maintain its own public exhibition spaces but relies 
on partnerships with existing organizations. 

The Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation was estab-
lished in 1937 by the industrialist Solomon Guggenheim and 
his art advisor, Hilla von Rebay, with the aim to collect, pre-
serve, and research international modern and contemporary 
art. Over the years, the foundation has opened multiple sites 
throughout the world to house its collections and programs. 
Like Kadist, the Guggenheim’s collection is not encyclopedic 
but rather embodies particular strengths that reflect the spe-
cial interests of its directors and curators. 

A  more contemporary model that resonates with 
Kadist is that of the French Fonds régionaux d’art contem-
porain (Regional Collections of Contemporary Art) or FRAC. 
Begun in 1982 under the auspices of French Minister of 
Culture Jack Lang, the FRAC system was set up to promote 
contemporary art throughout France by forming regional col-
lections and engaging in outreach to local communities and 
cultural institutions. The goals of the FRAC program are to 
build a heritage of contemporary art in each region, and sup-
port the creation of new art through the combined actions of 
acquisitions and commissioning works; to disseminate funds 
within each region, developing regular partnerships with cul-
tural institutions, local authorities, and schools; and to raise 
broad awareness of contemporary art methods through tours, 
speakers, events with artists, and workshops with young 
people. Although each regional FRAC may choose to focus 
its collection in a particular way, the works themselves are 
understood to be essentially “nomadic” and are meant to be 
shown widely throughout the country and, indeed, the world.
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2008  Archaeology of Longing (Archéologie de la Chine), curated by Sofía 
Hernández Chong Cuy, Kadist, Paris. Work by Joe Scanlan. Photo: 
Aurélien Mole.

Kadist, which was founded by the Worms family in 
the early 2000s, shares certain characteristics with these 
various organizations. Specifically it is centered on a col-
lection, global in its reach, and its programs are inspired by 
progressive social aims. Kadist’s uniqueness lies in the fact 
that it has two physical locations, one in Paris and the other 
in San Francisco, that complement the many programs sited 
at venues throughout the world, which Kadist develops in 
partnership with other organizations. Also, Kadist’s collec-
tion reflects the particular vision of its directors, curators, 
and advisors, who are given considerable latitude in recom-
mending works for acquisition. Kadist’s particular blend of 
exhibitions, residencies, public programs, and web-based 
projects reflects its emphasis on socially relevant and trans-
formative contemporary art. Lastly, Kadist has embraced a 
relatively nonhierarchical management approach in which 
most decisions are made by consensus (or, in the case of 
acquisitions, by vote).

While there are important precedents for its mission 
and strategies, Kadist has expanded on existing models 
to create an organization that is as flexible, expansive, and 
engaging as our challenging times demand.

1 Andrew Carnegie, “The Best Fields for Philanthropy,” North American 
Review 149 (December 1889): 688–91.
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2008  Diane Arbus: A Printed Retrospective, 1960–1971, Pierre Leguillon, 
Kadist, Paris. Photo: Aurélien Mole.

EVERY LETTER IN THE WORD 
Joseph del Pesco

Kadist was one and then two. It emerged as an echo from 
Paris, resounding across the Atlantic Ocean and the North 
American continent to ricochet around the prismatic cul-
ture of San Francisco. But after five years, the faceted rever-
berations have resulted in something closer to a parallax 
view—two different ways of seeing the same idea. And as if 
to remind us of these two angles of interpretation, the name of 
the organization is enunciated differently: “kah-DIST” in Paris 
and “KAH-dist” in San Francisco. Whenever asked, I still say 
there’s no right way to pronounce it, as it’s an invented word.

And then more recently, as we dug down around the 
roots to discover the interconnected undergrowth, a new 
rhizomatic structure became visible. We stood back, con-
sulted the maps we had drawn of the territory, and came to 
understand ourselves and the many different pins stuck into 
the map (representing colleagues, friends, artists, advisors, 
and institutional associations) as something closer to a net-
work. It’s a term that already sounds a bit old-fashioned, but 
indeed it is, in practice, more horizontal than vertical. Perhaps 
the internet, with its screen culture and proliferating vectors 
and routers, has invaded our lines of thought. Indeed, now we 
zoom in and out on the map as it slides across our tablets and 
smartphones. Or maybe this is simply what it takes to attempt 
to work with and for a truly global art world. As Marshall 
McLuhan forecast fifty years ago, “We can no longer build 
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2009  It’s a Right Heath Robinson Affair, Ryan Gander, Kadist, Paris. Photo: 
Aurélien Mole.

serially, block-by-block, step-by-step, because instant com-
munication ensures that all factors of the environment and of 
experience coexist in a state of active interplay.” [1]

The word “Kadist” suggests an organism as much as 
an organization. It might be a genus or species of a larger 
family. In fact, it’s a mutation of another word, an anagram 
of tsadik, suggesting an evolutionary force embedded in its 
genetic code, or more practically a continual recombination of 
existing elements—art and its many permutations. The logo-
type of Kadist, designed and programmed by the studio Dexter 
Sinister, embodies this evolutionary aspect by changing the 
shape, slant, and contours of the six letterforms that spell out 
the name so that they mutate slightly each week. In a sped-up 
time lapse, the animation would reveal dramatic shifts, twists, 
and turns, offering a visible parallel to the organization’s own 
process of change, growth, and experimentation.

1 Marshall McLuhan, The Medium Is the Massage: An Inventory of 
Effects, in Networks, ed. Lars Bang Larsen (London: Whitechapel 
Gallery and MIT Press, 2014), 39.
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2009  Les fleurs d’intérieur, Danh Vō, Kadist, Paris. Photo: Aurélien Mole.

TWO MOONS TO DREAM TWICE
Rozenn Prat
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2009  Clifford Irving Show, curated by Raimundas Malašauskas, Ciné 13, 
Paris. Work by Aurélien Froment. Photo: Aurélien Mole.

A

Falling Stars is a video about time, space, and infinity. 
Form and meaning intertwine.
Greek letters twinkle on a black background (abyssal).
Each letter corresponds to a star in a constellation.
Each star emits a sound.
Celestial music, the breathing of the world.
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2009  Clifford Irving Show, curated by Raimundas Malašauskas, Ciné 13, 
Paris. Work by Adva Zakai. Photo: Aurélien Mole.

B

Returning a Sound is a simple and beautiful indictment against 
the occupation of a territory, Vieques Island. 
With his trumpet affixed to the muffler of his moped, Humar 
travels around his world, his island, his paradise insidiously 
infested by a foreign military presence. 
The trumpet emits a complaint, a call to action and to freedom.
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2009  Clifford Irving Show, curated by Raimundas Malašauskas, Ciné 13, 
Paris. Photo: Aurélien Mole.

C

Danh Vō left Vietnam in a boat built by his father. 
This photograph, very simple, features a horizon, a desire, 
a hope, a hereafter.
The photograph is moving as a result of the unknown it carries, 
an imperceptible interval between contemplation and future.
Infrathin.
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2009  No Positions Available, Ceal Floyer, Kadist, Paris. Photo: Aurélien Mole.

D

The waves foam, swell, collapse.
The large rolling tides transport us from one image to another.
An untouched, innocent, immemorial world.
Eternal confrontation.
Perpetual movement (or cycle).
Anxiety.
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2009  Capturing Time, curated by Jeremy Lewison, Kadist, Paris. Work by 
Simon Starling. Photo: Aurélien Mole.

E

The film recounts a performance in which strange 
prota gonists, dressed in white, light up fires through 
an orchestrated choreography.
Uncanny ceremony whose meaning escapes us,
earth, sky, fire, lights.
Perception of a distance. 
Creation, 
we hear the wind.
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2009  This place you see has no size at all…, curated by Jennifer Teets, Kadist, 
Paris. Work by Kate Costello. Photo: Aurélien Mole.

F

if I dig a very deep hole 
is a backlit negative inserted into a wall.
Two moons appear, full and identical forms.
The same moon,
the antipodes,
Paris, Chatham Islands.
Physical displacement, mental displacement.
Two moons on a same negative.
Two moons to dream twice.

A Angela Detanico and Rafael Lain, Les Étoiles du Nord (Falling Stars), 
2010. Animated film, black and white, sound, endless loop. Acquisition 
date: 2010. 

B Jennifer Allora and Guillermo Calzadilla, Returning a Sound, 2004. 
Video, color, sound, 5:42 min. Acquisition date: 2004. 

C Danh Vō, Good Life (detail titled Swimming Boys), 2007. Installation 
with four vitrines, photographs, and a letter. Acquisition date: 2008. 

D Jochen Lempert, Un voyage en Mer du Nord (A Voyage on the North 
Sea), 2007. Six gelatin silver prints, 100.5 × 80.5 cm each. Acquisition 
date: 2010.

E Anthony McCall, Landscape for Fire, 1972. 16mm film, color, sound, 
6:55 min. Acquisition date: 2009. 

F Pratchaya Phinthong, if I dig a very deep hole, 2007. Installation with 
Ektachrome print, neon. Acquisition date: 2010.
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CHAPTER II
COLLECTION

← Previous pages: Mariana Castillo Deball, Feathered Changes Serpent 
Disappearances, 2018. Watercolor featured in Ixiptla journal.

COLLECTING FOR THE PRESENT 
Jens Hoffmann

It is easy to project a wealth of meanings onto the practice of 
collecting. Amassing a collection—of objects, of organisms, 
of affections, of experiences—can serve many purposes. 
It can be a show of strength, knowledge, wealth, or power. 
Conversely it can be seen to demonstrate a weakness, an 
obsession, an overabundance of need. It can be done in the 
name of conservation, as a form of careful preservation, or as 
an act carried out for the benefit of future generations. It is just 
as easily seen as an outward expression of arrogance, some 
sort of self-centered flaunting of wealth or greed. It can be 
altruistic or hedonistic, fanatical or judicious.

The various implications of collecting all seem to have 
deep roots in what we know and think about human behavior. 
In the introduction to a text examining some of these various 
impulses that we attach to the simple act of accumulation, 
the art historians John Elsner and Roger Cardinal identify 
Noah as the first collector, and with him they associate 
positive instincts: “In the myth of Noah as ur-collector reso-
nate all the themes of collecting itself: desire and nostalgia, 
saving and loss, the urge to erect a permanent and complete 
system against the destructiveness of time.” [1] Instructed by 
a wrathful yet conservative God to ensure the survival of the 
animal species of Earth, Noah accumulated dutifully. Yet even 
by Elsner and Cardinal’s logic, Noah’s collecting had to be 
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2009  Awakening the Spirit of Eternal Rest, Alex Cecchetti, Musée du Louvre, 
Paris. In the framework of the exhibition curated by Jennifer Teets at 
Kadist. Photo: Émilie Villez.

preceded by someone else—in this case the first man, Adam, 
to whom God (always eager to assign tasks, it seems) dele-
gated the responsibility to name all of the animals in creation. 
Adam christened, Noah congregated.

Histories of contemporary collecting and exhibiting 
often begin not with Noah, however, but with the European 
collector-scholars who assembled their cabinets of curi-
osities during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
In this line of thought, the forefathers of today’s collectors 
might include figures like John Tradescant the Elder and his 
son John Tradescant the Younger, whose collection would 
become Britain’s Ashmolean Museum, or James Petiver, 
whose collection would form the basis, much later, for the 
British Museum. These cabinets included all kinds of worldly 
matter, from biological specimens and bits of nature captured 
from exotic lands to finely crafted objects made and molded 
by humans. An accumulation of remarkable objects could be 
seen to reflect upon its accumulator’s knowledge, power, and 
worldliness. As one text puts it:

A compilation of remarkable things was attempted 
as a mirror of contemporary knowledge, regard-
less of whether those objects were created by the 
genius of man or the caprice of nature. The rarer an 
item, the more attractive it appeared, be it a colossal 
“giant’s” bone or a precious find from a mineral vein 
turned into a sparkling jewel by a famous goldsmith. 
Monstrosities and Platonic ideals of form and beauty 
were opposite ends of the same idea, bonded like a 
Janus-headed figure. [2]

In this time when the world—for most people—was still rela-
tively small, the Wunderkammer acted as a proof and a portal 
into other geographies, peoples, and customs. Beginning 
as small private cabinets with multiple compartments, the 
Renaissance-era Wunderkammer would morph, over time, 
into the first public museums. Their contents, however strange 
and varied, were gathered and eventually displayed toward 
the edification of people, who felt they could know the world 
through seeing, touching, collecting, and keeping bits of it.

While some collections build knowledge, and some 
preserve bits of the past, nearly all collections are built on an 
undercurrent of love and desire. As Jean Baudrillard points 
out, “Among the various meanings of the French word objet, 
the Littré dictionary gives this: ‘Anything which is the cause or 
subject of a passion. Figuratively and most typically: the loved 
object.’” [3] We collect from childhood through to the end of 
our lives, gathering around us objects imbued with meaning, 
memory, sentimentality. We may collect things because they 
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2010  The Sirens’ Stage / Le Stade des Sirènes / Lo stato delle sirene, 
Étienne Chambaud, Kadist, Paris. Photo: Aurélien Mole.

are beautiful, or because they belonged to someone signif-
icant to us, or because they hold meaning along a scale of 
value that is relative for each collector. In our contemporary 
moment, particularly within the realm of contemporary art, 
collecting is often closely tied with capital, and the measure 
of value is built through dollar signs. Auction prices for con-
temporary artworks—for instance the recent sale of a Jean-
Michel Basquiat work for $110.5 million—reach staggering 
heights. The fervor of the auction and the magnitude of the 
prices seem to create their own sort of aura, but these rather 
heroic stories of the contemporary art market too often leave 
out the artist.

From the practicality of Noah to the peculiarity of the 
Tradescants, collectors are seen, in general, as somewhat 
curious and solitary creatures. Boiled down into a system 
of objects (or other sorts of specimens), collections often 
ironically conceal the social connections, networks, and 
intimacies on which they were built. What we might seek 
out in these histories of collecting, instead, is a sense of the 
broader social function of collections and the act of collect-
ing. Whether we are assembling animal species or Pop art 
masterpieces, we invariably seem to collect not only for our-
selves, in vanity or in virtue, but for others as well. And while 
the temporality of collections is usually quite protracted—we 
collect to preserve the past for the future, et cetera—we can 
also imagine collecting as an action conceived and carried 
out in and for the present.

Kadist has approached collecting contemporary art 
not as a form of investment, conservation, or speculation, but 
as a way to engage with and support contemporary artists 
around the world. Kadist’s collection often mirrors collabo-
rative relationships that develop between Kadist staff and 
curators and the artists themselves. While the collection is 
of course a grouping of objects, which includes films, videos, 
paintings, photographs, installations, and sculptures, these 
objects are better understood as convergent points on a map 
of interrelating activities, conversations, and interactions. 
With programs revolving around and feeding into the col-
lection as such, Kadist’s activities in San Francisco, Paris, 
and elsewhere provide platforms through which artists are 
placed in conversation with audiences, invited to create new 
works and situations, and continually supported—beyond the 
simple act of a single purchase. Many artists in the Kadist 
collection have participated in residencies at one of Kadist’s 
two headquarters, given public talks or held open discussions 
with staff and curators, and developed new ideas in partner-
ship with the foundation.

Far from the solitary work of a single obsessive, Kadist 
functions through many individuals. Developed by Kadist’s 
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2010  The Decapitation of Money, Goldin+Senneby, Kadist, Paris. Photo: 
Aurélien Mole.

network of advisors and curators, itself built through networks 
of shared professional and social contacts, the collection is 
intentionally hybrid, reflecting many voices, perspectives, 
backgrounds, locations, and positions. With spaces in both 
San Francisco and Paris, Kadist connects not only to North 
America and Europe, but also, via these highly connected 
cities, to Latin America, Asia, and Africa. With curators and 
advisors working in conversation from different parts of the 
world and with different areas of expertise, Kadist aims for a 
global view that is multicentered and heterogeneous. Rather 
than looking outward from one stable point, this approach 
allows the organization to look across geographies from 
within them, and to find commonalities that weave together 
into many different narrative strands.

What does run through much of the work in Kadist’s 
collection is an interest in how art reflects the world around 
us. Many of the artists deal with history, culture, and politics, 
reflecting the many ways in which an individual’s experience 
is interconnected with our shared past. The Latin American 
artists, including Engel Leonardo, Adriana Martínez, and 
Mariana Castillo Deball, all use cultural symbols in their 
works to question the relationships between those who 
belong and those who don’t within our narratives of history, 
nation, and economy. The American artists, including Hank 
Willis Thomas, Kara Walker, Glenn Ligon, and Toyin Odutola, 
reflect on the racial politics of the United States through 
their works, each taking up different symbols and represen-
tations to interrogate the ways in which African Americans 
have been objectified, on the one hand, and the ways in which 
they’ve resisted, on the other. Across the collection, artists 
from Africa, Europe, the Middle East, and Asia also deal with 
questions of identity and belonging, history and truth, locality 
and globalism.

The artworks in the Kadist collection reflect our shared 
interests, mirror the foundation’s networked approach through 
a common investment in interconnectedness, and respond to 
the urgencies of our time. Shifting the focus of its collecting 
from the object to the exchange that it engenders, it aspires to 
prioritize artists and ideas over capital and economy. Anchoring 
this process within continuing dialogues about history and 
perceptions of reality, it also hopes to shift our eyes not to the 
distant future or the long-ago past, but to the complexities, 
challenges, and even, at times, majesty of the present.

1 John Elsner and Roger Cardinal, eds., The Cultures of Collecting 
(London: Reaktion, 1994), 1.

2 http://www.tate.org.uk/learn/online-resources/mark-dion-tate 
- thames-dig/wunderkammen.

3 Jean Baudrillard, “The System of Collecting,” in  The Cultures of 
Collecting, 7.
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2010  The Decapitation of Money, a walk in the Marly forest with Angus 
Cameron, spokesperson of Goldin+Senneby. Produced by Kadist, 
Paris. Photo: Émilie Villez.

THE KADIST COLLECTION
Jeremy Lewison

How do you form a distinctive collection in a world saturated 
with contemporary art collections? What indeed is the pur-
pose of starting a collection? These were the questions Kadist 
faced upon its foundation in 2001. There were no guidelines 
in terms of geography, approach to art making, or medium, 
and it has to be said that the first acquisitions were bit hap-
hazard. Allan McCollum’s Surrogates (1982), Alain Séchas’s 
Prêt à faire une grosse bêtise (2003), and Jean-Luc Moulène’s 
Le  nœud coulant (1997) have little in common. But  fairly 
quickly there seemed to be a tendency to support the more 
conceptual side of art, as well as a certain bias toward video 
and photography. There were two reasons for this. Decisions 
as to whether or not to acquire proposed works were made 
by a committee viewing them in digital formats. Thus film 
and photography inevitably fared better than works with a 
more material presence. Second, there was a feeling that a 
new collection should embrace new media, especially among 
younger members of the committee, who had more exposure 
to digital media than to object-based art. For some, painting 
and sculpture seemed, at the time, less relevant, and certainly 
a poorer value for money.

But medium was not the main concern. It soon became 
apparent that the Kadist committee wanted to acquire art 
that spoke about the world in which we live, that commented 
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2010  L’Exposition Lunatique, curated by Rozenn Prat, Kadist, Paris. Photo: 
Aurélien Mole.

on the situations in which the artists found themselves, that 
described and analyzed the political and social issues of spe-
cific contexts. This thrust was not conceptualized as a crite-
rion for acquisition but simply emerged from the individual 
interests of the committee members. Thus over the years the 
Kadist collection has gravitated toward conceptually based 
art—not classically conceptual to the extent that it exists 
simply as a certificate for an artwork that can, at the behest 
of the owner, be constructed, but conceptual to the extent 
that it is issue based. As an example, Pratchaya Phinthong’s 
What I learned I no longer know; the little I still know, I guessed 
(2009) [A], constructed from Zimbabwean banknotes, not 
only refers knowingly to the brick Equivalent sculptures of 
Carl Andre and more generally to the history of seriality, but 
takes a critical look at the worthlessness of the Zimbabwean 
dollar under the dictatorship of President Robert Mugabe. 
Phinthong purchased the dollars for five thousand euro, 
a seemingly small sum of money for the number of notes, 
many of them “high value” denominations. But more than 
simply a comment on the economic and political situation in 
Zimbabwe and the relationship of this delicate work of art to 
more robust modernist icons—delicate in the sense of being 
vulnerable to light and drafts—it provides ironic comment 
on the value of contemporary art in our materialistic age. 
The cost of purchasing the work far exceeded the cost of its 
making and, if it appreciates, its future value will forever be at 
odds, in the most visible way, with its cash value. 

The nature of the collection evolved as the commit-
tees charged with acquiring art expanded. Beginning in 2009, 
Kadist added to its pool of advisors specialists in Asian, Latin 

American, and African art such that, with the exception of 
Australia, Kadist now collects on a global basis. No doubt 
Australian expertise will follow. Even the early barriers put 
up by some members of the committee against specific 
media have been breached, such that, for example, painting 

A
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2010  The Grip / La Mainmise, curated by Dougal Phillips, Kadist, Paris. Work 
by Ms&Mr. Photo: Aurélien Mole.

is now regularly acquired. Painting still has relevance to the 
political and social climate, as witnessed in the works of Tala 
Madani, [B] Felix Gmelin, and Etel Adnan. [C] 

If in the first few years acquisitions tended to be drawn 
mostly from a European and North American pool with tenta-
tive forays farther afield, after 2009 the collection went truly 
global. The more Kadist sought to expand its horizons, the 
more the distinction between center and periphery was dis-
credited. Rather than following a lead set by other museums 
and collections, Kadist’s interests in a wider geographical per-
spective arose as a result of its pioneering Kadist Curatorial 
Collaborations program, whereby it worked collaboratively 
and nimbly with small institutions, many in countries that 
are overlooked by the mainstream contemporary art world. 
Exhibitions partly drawing on the collection have been held in 
Manila, Mumbai, Cairo, and Guangzhou, with collaborations 
in Russia, Japan, and Tehran to come.

Where politicians and national cultural institutions 
fear to tread, Kadist tries to find a way to open and main-
tain dialogues, to overcome cultural and political barriers. 
This has led to fruitful exposure of artists not represented by 
European and American galleries, whose work is not always 
found at art fairs, and thus to a certain idiosyncratic character 
at odds with the homogenization of institutional collecting. 
For it is a paradox of globalization that notwithstanding wider 
access to art, public and private institutions tend to adopt 
a herd mentality and replicate one another’s collections to 
the extent that in spite of the range of art available, they only 
collect a relatively small number of artists. Kadist seeks to 
look beyond this, constrained only by budgets and availabil-
ity of information. It has no “national responsibilities,” it rep-
resents no interests other than its own, and its decisions are 
not based on future financial value. It searches for the widest 

B
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2010  Diane Arbus: A Printed Retrospective, 1960–1971, Pierre Leguillon, 
Moderna Museet, Malmö. Kadist collection. Photo: Prallan Allsten.

range of art and artists and thus far has tended to buy single 
works by artists rather than collect any one artist or group in 
depth. But this may well change in time.

Looking back at Kadist’s collecting activity over the 
last fifteen years, patterns and tendencies emerge, but noth-
ing is set in stone, and as new advisors come on board it is 
likely that the focal points of the collection will shift. And as the 
cost of art rises and digital formats become more trustworthy 
and reliable, ownership of the object itself may no longer be 
regarded as quite so important. Access might become the 
key issue. How collections navigate and negotiate these new 
terrains will be interesting to observe, and indeed participate 
in. For essentially collections are archives or libraries of art, and 
given that libraries are moving from object-based collections to 
digital collections, it is highly probable that art collections will 
follow suit in ways yet to be determined. Soaring storage costs 
alone will force collections to find new ways of working. Might 
collectors move to a model of art leasing rather than outright 
acquisition? Could digital works be licensed for use for a lim-
ited period rather than purchased outright? Already museums 
are approaching the inexorable rise in prices by sharing own-
ership. Other strategies will doubtless present themselves in 
the future. In the meantime, the Kadist collection continues as 
a resource for all its programs of exhibitions, residencies, and 
talks in Paris, San Francisco, and the wider world.

A Pratchaya Phinthong, What I  learned I  no longer know; the little 
I  still know, I  guessed, 2009. Stack of Zimbabwean banknotes, 
100 × 100 × 25 cm. Acquisition date: 2009.

B Tala Madani, Dazzle Men, 2008. Oil on linen, 40 × 50.5 cm. Acquisition 
date: 2009.

C Etel Adnan, Untitled (#137), 2010–11. Oil  on canvas, 24  ×  30  cm. 
Acquisition date: 2014.

C
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2011  Route 2: Undisclosed Destination, curated by Sharon Lerner, CCA 
Wattis Institute for Contemporary Arts, San Francisco. Work by 
Geoffrey Farmer. Photo: CCA Wattis Institute for Contemporary Arts.

THE DREAM WORK 
Jean-Marc Prévost 
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2011  Ben Kinmont: Prospectus Paris, Ben Kinmont, Kadist, Paris. Photo: 
Aurélien Mole.

A

“Between the work and the world, as between psychic and 
social, the bar of the historical unconscious, as it were, has 
fallen. What Freud called ‘the dream-work’—in his lexicon, the 
tropes of displacement, substitution and condensation—is 
what enables the materials of the one to be ‘re-worked’ or 
translated into the forms of the other, and for the latter to be 
enabled to ‘say more’ or ‘go beyond’ the willed consciousness 
of the individual artist.” [1]
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2011  Confer, project by the students of the National Fine Arts School of 
Cergy, Kadist, Paris. Photo: Aurélien Mole.

B
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2011  Maayan Amir & Ruti Sela, Kadist, Paris. Photo: Aurélien Mole.

C

“If there are new globals and new locals at work, who are 
the new subjects of this politics of position? What conceiv-
able identities could they appear in? Can identity itself be 
re-thought and re-lived, in and through difference?” [2]
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2011  Until It Makes Sense, curated by Jean-Marc Prévost, Kadist, Paris. 
Works by Peter Friedl and Walid Raad. Photo: Aurélien Mole.

D
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2012  Kadist: Pathways into a Collection, curated by Inti Guerrero, Minsheng 
Art Museum, Shanghai. Work by Daria Martin. Photo: Justin Jin.

E

“Any sanctuarization can only be mutual. To make it happen, 
democracy must therefore be conceived as more than the 
juxtaposition of singularities or the simplistic ideology of inte-
gration. Moreover, the democracy of the future will be based 
on a clear distinction between ‘universal’ and ‘in common.’ 
The notion of ‘in common’ presupposes a relation of mutual 
belonging and sharing—the idea of a world that is the only 
one we have, and which, to be sustainable, must be shared 
by all of its rightful heirs from every species.” [3]
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2012  Enacting Populism in Its Mediaescape, curated by Matteo Lucchetti, 
Kadist, Paris. Photo: Aurélien Mole.

F
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2012  Living as Form (The Nomadic Version), co-organized by Creative Time 
and Independent Curators International, curated by Christina Linden, 
Kadist, San Francisco. Work by Kateřina Šedá.

G

1 Stuart Hall, “Black Diaspora Artists in Britain: Three ‘Moments’ in Post-
war History,” History Workshop Journal 61, no. 1 (Spring 2006): 23.

2 Stuart Hall, “Old and New Identities, Old and New Ethnicities,” in 
Culture, Globalization and the World-System, ed. Anthony D. King 
(London: Macmillan, 1991), 41.

3 Achille Mbembé, Politiques de l’inimitié [Policies of Enmity], trans. 
Maggie Jones (Paris: Éditions de La Découverte, 2016), 59.

A Bruno Serralongue, M. Joe Shirley Jr, Président de la nation Navajo, 
Salle de conférence de presse, Media Centre, Kram Palexpo, Tunis, 
18.11.2005, 2005. Ilfochrome print on aluminum, 127.5 × 158.5 × 5 cm. 
Acquisition date: 2007. 

B Yto Barrada, Iris Tingitana Oxalis—Couronne de fleurs, 2007. Digital 
print, 125 × 125 cm. Acquisition date: 2008. 

C Latoya Ruby Frazier, Campaign for Braddock Hospital (Save Our 
Community Hospital) (detail), 2011. Portfolio of twelve prints, photo-
lithographs, and silkscreen, 43 × 35.5 cm each. Acquisition date: 2012. 

D Danh Vō, We the People (detail), 2011. Copper, 223 × 155 × 107 cm. 
Acquisition date: 2012. Photo: Matthew Booth.

E Igor Grubić, East Side Story, 2006–13. Two-channel video installation, 
color, sound, 14 min. Acquisition date: 2015. 

F Koki Tanaka, A poem written by 5 poets at once (first attempt), 2013. 
HD video, color, sound, 68:30 min., and four framed drawings by five 
poets, 135 × 134 × 4.5 cm each. Acquisition date: 2013. 

G Akram Zaatari, The End of Time, 2012. HD video, color, sound, 14 min. 
Acquisition date: 2012.
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2012  Lin Yilin: Golden Journey, Lin Yilin, curated by Hou Hanru, Walter and 
McBean Galleries, San Francisco Art Institute.

THE AMERICAS VIDEO COLLECTION
Tony Labat

To write about video, it is important not to forget its connec-
tion to television. In the early days of video art, artists saw the 
potential for their work to be inside the box, in living rooms, 
the most politically obvious alternative to the gallery. I didn’t 
have my own TV until I was in my early twenties, and then 
I devoured all I could watch, mostly reruns from the 1950s 
and 1960s, the “golden age” of TV: Leave It to Beaver, Father 
Knows Best, The Honeymooners, I Love Lucy, all of them. 
It  was as if I  needed to catch up, to make up for all I  had 
missed, to understand this American culture that I was now 
part of, via this medium that was an integral part of what 
shaped the culture.

I grew up in the 1950s in a small beach town outside 
of Havana. I remember that maybe two or three houses in 
the whole town had TVs, and the glow they emitted out of 
the windows was magic to me—and it is still. In 1976 I had 
my first experience with a Sony Portapack, a heavy half-inch 
reel-to-reel video recorder. I stood in front of the monitor and 
was overwhelmed by watching my own image inside the box. 
That space that until that moment had been inaccessible, and 
then I was in it. But that space today is no longer the boxlike 
furniture in the living room; today it’s the “screen.” Mobile, 
nomadic, it goes wherever you go, attached to you like an 
extension of the body. Its accessibility has created a culture 
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2012  ( ), Gabriel Serra, Kadist, San Francisco. Photo: Jeff Warrin.

of narcissism, the birth of “alternative facts,” a continuous 
glut of information we have to sift through, just like building 
a video collection, to understand and learn through research 
what impact video has today in society. Also how artists are 
using the medium within the context of where they live, and 
relating it to daily life, engaged as they are in political, poetic, 
and personal narratives.

When I came on board at Kadist, it gave me the oppor-
tunity to research and discover what was and is going on with 
video in the Americas, a thermometer to measure the current 
climate. It has been an amazing journey that reminds me of 
watching those reruns to understand the culture. It keeps me 
on my feet and constantly looking out for what’s going on: 
from big cities to developing countries, places with unlimited 
technology or limited access to the internet. In every loca-
tion, video remains, now more than ever, a readymade tool 
for self-expression. 

A good collection is more than the sum of its parts. 
The Kadist collection concentrates on the twenty-first cen-
tury, gauging activities post-9/11, providing a concentrated 
analysis of current trends, a diversity of reflective approaches 
that takes into consideration limitations of access and distri-
bution within certain geographies. 

Latin America has widely been neglected in the North 
American and European history of video art. Thus, Kadist has 
considered it fundamental to give a global view of video art 
created in the Americas, built through the peculiarities and 
conceptual divergences of the creative processes of each 
country. Spanning multiple genres, from the loop to the instal-
lation, the performative, the sculptural, the abstract, and the 
cinematic, video is a document tracking shifts in context as 
artists infiltrate and deconstruct the virtual world that is the 
internet. Ranging in tone from poetic to humorous to stri-
dently political, these works address the role of video art in 
society, local and global political crises, and the struggles of 
everyday life.

The collection is providing a new platform for exchange, 
with this range also manifested in the diversity of the makers, 
from emerging to established artists thus far from Argentina, 
Cuba, Mexico, Colombia, Guatemala, Venezuela, North 
America (its artists from varied nationalities), Chile, Panama, 
Bolivia, Brazil, and Peru. The intent in the future is to expand 
and research other countries and areas of the Americas, 
including the Caribbean.
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2012  K, curated by Juan A. Gaitán, CCA Wattis Institute for Contemporary 
Arts, San Francisco. Photo: Johnna Arnold.

CONTEMPORARY ART AND ITS DNA
Barbara London

Once portable video cameras landed on the consumer 
market in 1965, video slowly emerged as art. The new art 
form gradually morphed into media, as electronics technol-
ogies advanced and miniaturized. Along the way, cable tele-
vision, personal computers, and the World Wide Web caught 
on. For the most part, artists who engaged with media fell 
into two basic camps. At the simplest technical level, some 
stayed with consumer gear and made offbeat, even wacky 
narratives. On a more advanced technical level, others aimed 
for polished work made with more professional hardware 
and software. Today that smoother look is achievable with a 
smartphone. But no matter what format media art takes, the 
underlying ideas still matter most.

From the beginning, video and media art have been 
shaped by their DNA: ever-changing technology, real-world 
politics, and art’s mutability. Early pioneers and fledgling inno-
vators deftly combined forms. Through their practices, they 
managed to update definitions of single-channel video, instal-
lation, painting, photography, and performance art. In one way 
or another, their initiatives have been affected by the inter-
net’s broad reach and by social media. Kadist is unusual in its 
ability to tackle questions raised by art’s perpetual evolution. 
It asks: What is an artist’s aesthetic intention? What is an 
original versus an upgraded artwork? What should be taken 
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2012  When It Stops Dripping from the Ceiling (An Exhibition That Thinks 
about Edification), curated by Bassam El Baroni, Kadist, Paris. Work 
by Per-Oskar Leu. Photo: Aurélien Mole.

into consideration to maintain a work for future generations? 
When might a work fade away?

The following selection of recent acquisitions exem-
plifies Kadist’s serious consideration of recent tendencies in 
contemporary art. Active internationally, these eight artists 
engage with new materials, narrative innovations, and the 
fragile ecosystems of our fraught world today.

A Luke Murphy, What Color, 2016. LED matrix panels, Raspberry Pi micro-
controller, software, 63 × 51 cm. Acquisition date: 2016. 

B John Gerrard, Flag (Thames), 2016. Real-time simulation on LED panel 
in custom steel frame, 40 × 40 × 16 cm. Acquisition date: 2016. 

C Mary Reid Kelley, The Syphilis of Sisyphus, 2011. Video, black and 
white, sound, 11:02 min. Acquisition date: 2015. 

D Aki Sasamoto, Poetry Light Stool, 2012. Found furniture, polycarbon-
ate globe, lightbulb, lighting fixture, steel gooseneck, and underwear, 
dimensions variable. Acquisition date: 2016. Photo: Keizo Kioku. 

E Takeshi Murata, OM Rider, 2013–14. Video, color, sound, 11:39 min. 
Acquisition date: 2015. 

F Xu Wang, Summer Wind before Rain, 2017. HD video, color, sound, 
25:24 min. Acquisition date: 2017. Photo: Joerg Lohse. 

G Naoya Hatakeyama, 2011-05-01 Yonesaki-cho, from the series 
Rikuzentakata, 2011. Chromogenic print, 50.8 × 61 cm. Acquisition 
date: 2015. 

H Motoyuki Shitamichi, Torii, 2006–12. Chromogenic prints, 51 × 61 cm 
each. Acquisition date: 2014.
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2012  Ben Kinmont Bookseller, Kadist, San Francisco. Photo: Kara Brodgesell.

NEW MATERIALS 

A

Luke Murphy’s digital painting What Color elegantly loops 
in nonstop motion. Murphy wryly usurped the look of famil-
iar signage found on screens of brightly scrolling words that 
call out to advertise a sidewalk cart’s fast food or a conve-
nience store’s wares. In a do-it-yourself manner, he wrote 
the code that sets the pace and pattern of the cascading 
words. He plays with viewers’ everyday routines as “users” 
who spend countless waking hours, on a daily basis, staring 
at a computer screen. In the same way, the artist regards his 
viewers as “users” of his art.

Murphy’s words animate one of the internet’s oldest 
memes: in bold letters “ORANGE,” “YELLOW,” “GREEN,” and 
so on glide across the screen in colors different from those 
they signify. Emoticons dance across the composition, as 
iconic as a Jasper Johns flag painting, but with the humor of 
a broken announcement board on a New York subway.
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2012  This Is a Special Blackout Edition!, conceived with Rossella Biscotti, 
Kadist, Paris. Work by Dora García. Photo: Aurélien Mole.

B

John Gerrard has pioneered a radical new medium: real-time 
3D objects. Gerrard’s employment of computer-generated 
3D scenes within his art not only defies traditional catego-
rizations but also reevaluates the boundaries that separate 
traditional art forms. 

The strength of Flag (Thames) lies in its simplicity. 
A medium-size flatscreen displays a snippet of what seems to 
be a then-and-there, actual view of London’s polluted Thames 
River surface, which alludes to Gerrard’s long-standing inter-
est in the perniciousness of the oil industry. But rather than 
a live feed from a webcam, what the viewer sees is Gerrard’s 
digital rendering of what would appear in London concurrent 
with the time zone of the viewer’s (and the screen’s) location. 
The changes that occur in Flag (Thames) are generated algo-
rithmically, and occur in real time. Based on a 365-day solar 
orbit, the on-screen image will never repeat itself.
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2012  Poetic Politic: A Sàn Art exhibition, curated by Zoe Butt, Kadist, 
San Francisco. Photo: Mariko Reed.

NARRATIVE INNOVATION

C 

Mary Reid Kelley is in the vanguard of a generation that 
blends the digital and the analog to dialogue with history. 
Working with archival sources and a range of collaborators, 
most often her husband, Patrick Kelley, she invents a poetic 
hybrid of mediums. Reid Kelley’s masterwork is The Syphilis 
of Sisyphus, which transports her heroine to the French demi-
monde. The film centers on a pregnant Parisian prostitute 
who exemplifies Charles Baudelaire’s paean to the superiority 
of cosmetic over natural beauty. With sets that shift between 
Sisyphus’s boudoir and the streets of Paris, the work is an 
antic romp through Revolutionary and post-Revolutionary 
France, with brief vignettes involving everyone from Denis 
Diderot, Marie Antoinette, and Jean-Paul Marat to Maximilien 
Robespierre, Napoleon Bonaparte, and Baron Haussmann. 
The video ends with our rebellious heroine carted off to Jean-
Martin Charcot’s sanatorium.
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2013  Cinematic Moments, curated by A. Will Brown, CCA Wattis Institute 
for Contemporary Arts, San Francisco. Photo: CCA Wattis Institute 
for Contemporary Arts.

D 

Aki Sasamoto utilizes whatever medium it takes to get her 
ideas across, from performance to sculpture to dance. 
Everything she does revolves around gesture, which she 
says is based on nothing and everything in everyday life. 
Her installations are careful arrangements of found objects. 
Poetry Light Stool evokes the spirit of Fluxus, the intermedia 
movement that encouraged art making to be simple and fun, 
and to address everyday life. Sasamoto does just that with 
this ironic work that revolves around a four-legged wooden 
stool to which she attached four wheels. Coiling above is a 
long gooseneck cable that rises and culminates in a globular 
lamp. The artist clothed the glowing orb in a pair of ladies’ 
panties. Sasamoto participates in today’s questioning about 
race, gender, and identity plumage, and what we conceal or 
reveal. She recently noted, “Panties are the place of pride, 
taste, and statement.”
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2013  The Training, Zhou Tao, Kadist, Paris. Photo: Aurélien Mole.

E

Takeshi Murata became known as an early innovator of “data 
moshing,” a form of “glitch art” that involves compressing two 
videos together until their respective pixels merge into one 
mashed-up picture. OM Rider brings together the aesthetics 
of noir cinema, video games, and horror films. The opening 
scene is set in a vast desert bathed in acid colors, where a 
devious-looking werewolf sends loud, syncopated techno 
rhythms into the night. Then the setting shifts to that of an old 
man seated alone at a large, round table in a cavernous inte-
rior space. He sips coffee and rolls snake-eyed dice, as the 
wolf’s pulsating synth grows louder. The dread-filled ambi-
ance builds to its climax through a soundtrack composed by 
Robert Beatty and performed by musicians Devin Flynn and 
C. Spencer Yeh.
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2013  L’Exigence de la Saudade, curated by Zasha Colah and Sumesh 
Sharma (Clark House Initiative, Bombay), Kadist, Paris. Photo: 
Aurélien Mole.

LANDSCAPE/ENVIRONMENT

F

Xu Wang made Summer Wind before Rain during a summer 
residency at Storm King Art Center in upstate New York. 
During his stay, he interacted solely with the center’s gar-
dener, who appears in the video riding a lawn mower; the 
viewer follows as the artist slowly makes a large, realistic 
bust of the gardener using clay he gathered daily from the 
local forest. The  video is pastoral, performative, concep-
tual, and contemplative in the manner of the Hudson River 
painters who during the nineteenth century worked in the 
nearby mountains. Xu Wang’s open-ended approach to phys-
ical materials emerges from his belief that the most difficult 
task for an artist is to maintain a state of continued research 
and exploration into what exists in one’s surroundings. This 
includes the representation of time, the sequence of world 
events, the relationship between art and life, and the integra-
tion of the abstract and the concrete.
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2013  City of Disappearances, curated by Joseph del Pesco and Elizabeth 
Neilson, CCA Wattis Institute for Contemporary Arts, San Francisco. 
Work by Martin Boyce. Photo: Johnna Arnold.

G

Naoya Hatakeyama works in the genre of landscape pho-
tography. He quietly engages with the concept of account-
ability, which comes out of living in a culture that on a daily 
basis contends with nature’s violence—earthquakes, vol-
canic eruptions, tidal waves. The work conveys the innate 
apprehension that Japanese people feel, living with nature’s 
exquisite beauty and its indifference. His most recent series 
is hauntingly beautiful and political at the same time. Hours 
after the Fukushima earthquake struck in 2011, he borrowed 
a friend’s motorbike and raced through roadblocks to reach 
his hometown. Camera in hand, on his initial and many sub-
sequent visits, he captured images of the devastation and 
of citizens rallying, all set within the most exquisite environ-
ment. The photographs show deep wounds not only to the 
landscape but also to the human psyche. While Hatakeyama 
is culturally habituated to the seasons’ regular cycle of life, 
death, and rebirth, what is new and important is his subtle 
political edge. In the aftermath of Fukushima, many citizens 
lost faith in the government. Despite what cheerleading 
bureaucrats said, people knew that everything was not all 
right and rallied together.
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2013  Fault Lines, curated by Constance Lewallen, Kadist, San Francisco. 
Work by Chto Delat.

H

For his Torii series, Motoyuki Shitamichi photographed the 
remains of abandoned torii—the traditional Japanese gates 
positioned at the entrance to Shinto shrines in territories for-
merly occupied by Japan. After years of research, Shitamichi 
tracked down the few remaining torii that exist after years of 
neglect in areas of Sakhalin, Saipan, Taiwan. Now devoid of 
their original function, the most remote ones stand alone, 
hidden deep in the overgrowth of forests. An  abject few 
in urban areas have been put to mundane secular uses. 
Shitamichi’s work is profoundly haunting, as it addresses how 
time marches along and obfuscates history. The artist defines 
his photographs of the torii as “time stopping” and asks how 
are we to live with (or without) memories.
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2013  Room for us, Nicolás Paris, Kadist, Paris. Photo: Aurélien Mole.

KADIST IS NOT A MUSEUM
Léna Monnier 

From the beginning, Kadist renounced a large, well-advertised 
building in which it would concentrate its collection. It instead 
put emphasis on its productions and artist residencies in an 
attempt to follow—or perhaps better put, to accompany—
emerging practices engaged with the important issues of 
today. Collecting, producing, and commissioning works by art-
ists such as Goldin+Senneby, Dora García, Zhou Tao, Shooshie 
Sulaiman, and Adelita Husni-Bey was part of that challenge.

As Kadist is not a museum, its goal is not to write con-
temporary art history, but rather to activate present intercul-
tural interactions, as for instance the following programs we 
have developed: Collecting Matters, Collection in Residency, 
and Kadist Curatorial Collaborations.

Kadist is often presented as a collection of artists. 
I remember saying that in front of an audience for the second 
edition of Collecting Matters in London at DRAF, and people 
were shocked! I think they pictured a list of names, or a gath-
ering of people from whom one could generate value. I under-
stand how this might sound awful! But in fact the idea behind 
it, or the way I understand it at least, is more to constitute a 
network of artists with whom we can work, and hopefully 
build relationships that will last over time. We frequently dis-
cuss common issues or meaningful differences between the 
different contexts and backgrounds of the artworks in order 
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2013  Joachim Koester: Howe, Yerba Buena Center for the Arts, San Francisco. 

to better understand the artists’ practices, which are part of 
the work we are developing through the collection. Our resi-
dencies and international programs are also ways to deepen 
relationships with artists from the collection, by producing or 
commissioning new works in different contexts.

In other words, we are attentive to the “forms of life” 
that generate an artwork, as the artist Franck Leibovici might 
say—the material or contextual conditions, the gestures 
and practices. Even questioning ourselves as to whether 
certain components should be archived or recorded in our 
inventory system. The collection can be enriched with all the 
forms of life of the artworks, which we need to interrogate. 
For instance, the video interviews we make with artists from 
the collection are an attempt to keep vivid all the references 
and practices that are part of their work. The act of research, 
through the residency program or through the collection, has 
become a general praxis underlining critical awareness of the 
conditions of production and viewer reception.

This is part of why we started the collaboration 
Collecting Matters in 2012, as a way to join forces with 
Nomas Foundation (Rome) and David Roberts Art Foundation 
(London) to articulate notions of collection and collecting 
through interdisciplinary curatorial workshops. Each year, 
each institution organized and specified one topic related to 
collecting, involving the participation of fellows and art prac-
titioners. The first year the focus was on the problematics of 
the exhibition: How to exhibit a collection? After a series of 
meetings and workshops in Rome hosted by Nomas, we had 
the pleasure of attending a very playful and original storytell-
ing performance entitled Superusurpedsupper, interpreted 
by Jugedamos, [A] featuring artworks from the collections of 
the three foundations. [1] The artworks were sources of inspi-
ration translated into speeches, gestures, and props for the 
creation of a linguistic choreography. The performance told 
the story of a journey to Ganek mountain, the place where the 

A
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2013  Canyon Cinema Pop-Up, curated by Joseph del Pesco and Antonella 
Bonfanti, Kadist, San Francisco.

artist Július Koller founded and directed UFO Gallery Ganek, 
a fictive gallery that allowed him to communicate with the 
unknown cosmic world.

The second session, taking place at DRAF in 2013, 
focused on the specificity of perception of a work of art in its 
relation to the contemporary. What about its location or its 
position as part of a collection? What are the parameters that 
come into play when looking at a work of art? What instigates 
or affects its reading? What is the moral responsibility of the 
collector toward the preservation of the work? This also was 
where we met Els Silvrants-Barclay and Pieternel Vermoortel, 
who later became artistic directors of Netwerk contemporary 
art center in Aalst, Belgium, partners in the Kadist Regional 
Project in Europe.

For the third issue of Collecting Matters, which took 
place in 2015 at Kadist, we organized a workshop called 
“The Place from Where We Look,” [B] and invited fellows 
from different regions of the world [2] to reflect together 

about what a global collection is. After ten years of collect-
ing activities, a shift clearly had occurred, as everywhere 
public and private collections were starting to develop 
geographic acquisition strategies. The globalization of the 
contemporary art world, the politics of cultural difference, 
as well as the need to reshape modern art history appeared 
to be one of the main postcolonial challenges for an insti-
tution with a collection. But questions remained: How to 
de-Westernize a collection according to the demands of 
postcolonial theories? How to collect works from different 
contexts while knowing little about their contexts of pro-
duction? Ultimately, we want to imagine value circulating 
in multiple directions.

Over four days, we analyzed case studies by which 
to explore these topics, for instance questions related to 
economy or collaboration in the art world and how it is ruled 
by collectors, curators, and historians trained in specific 

B
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2014  Hiller/Martin: Provisional Realities, curated by Heidi Rabben, CCA 
Wattis Institute for Contemporary Arts, San Francisco. Photo: Johnna 
Arnold Photography.

universities, and drawn to a specific homogenous taste and 
concept of what makes contemporary art contemporary. 
The challenge is now to make visible other voices, other ref-
erences, and make room for other types of practices. To call 
these contemporary art or not is no longer the question; the 
point is to engage in dialogue and debate within a community. 
How can we work horizontally with colleagues from different 
parts of the world without replicating hierarchies of power? 
Is it possible to resist the homogenization of artistic produc-
tion according to Western expectations?

One element of response came from one of the fel-
lows, Simon Soon, who brought up an interesting notion of 
co-localities, as put forward by art historian Patrick Flores. 
This is an extract of the essay we published afterward in the 
second issue of the journal Qalqalah, a theoretical bilingual 
reader coedited by Kadist and Bétonsalon, Paris, to accom-
pany our programs:

Instead of thinking of the local as an articulation of 
the global, Flores advances the notion of the global 
as a make-up of co-localities suggesting that different 
geographies become equal coparticipants in what we 
understand to be “global,” not just subjects of a cer-
tain hegemonic norm that translates into uniformed 
modes of address, methods of production, or paths 
of circulation.

At the same time, the notion of the local is not 
necessarily reactionary. Rather, as a dialectical foil it is 
also perennially aware of the dangers of parochialism, 
associated with being solely rooted in one place and 
closing oneself off from the goings-on of the world. 
In this light, the calculation one makes in finding an 
extension of the local into a sense of the world through 
mimesis and mastery is a moot point.

For Kadist, this type of partnership is the modus operandi 
we want to experiment with. We  think that the mission 
toward the collection, even when sometimes unrealistic and 
contradictory, is to define models to work horizontally with 
people, artists, and institutions abroad. I am thinking here of 
different collaborations we have had in the past with Sàn Art, 
Ho Chi Minh City; Clark House, Bombay; Beirut, Cairo; and in 
the future Ab/Anbar, Tehran.

How to conduct a self-reflexive study of the institu-
tional discourse that could bring us to contribute to con-
temporary art knowledge and practices? During this same 
workshop, we invited the curators Sarah Rifky, Jens Maier-
Rothe, and Antonia Alampi to discuss the collaborative proj-
ect Collection in Residency, conceived around the Kadist 
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2014  M.I.R.: New Paths to the Objects, Arseny Zhilyaev, Kadist, Paris. Photo: 
Aurélien Mole.

collection. It was a very ambitious program at the scale of a 
city, Cairo, one year after Mohamed Morsi’s destitution.

A Guest without a Host Is a Ghost (2014) [C] brought a 
selection of contemporary artworks from the Kadist collec-
tion on a nine-month residency to Cairo. Beirut appointed 
a group of thirty artworks to reside as temporary guests in 
the city. The project spoke to the absence of collections and 
museums dedicated to contemporary art in Egypt, and drew 
on local partners, from nonprofit and private art galleries to 
other kinds of cultural spaces, to engage more closely with 
the hosted works. This project particularly stressed the ques-
tions: How do we understand the publics and communities 
with whom we choose to work? How do we situate ourselves 
as researchers within those projects? Is it our responsibility 
as a lender to contribute to the mediation of the artworks so 
that viewers will understand history and archaeology the way 
we do, or are we there to learn how to see things through their 
eyes? One cannot expect an artwork by Walid Raad to attract 
interest simply because it contains text in Arabic.

We worked with three exhibition spaces, which articu-
lated three different discourses and approaches to the collection: 

CIC (Contemporary Image Collective) focused on 
the materiality of the image itself in the sense of its compo-
nents and reproducibility, including for instance an important 

C
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2014  M.I.R.: New Paths to the Objects, Arseny Zhilyaev, Kadist, Paris. Photo: 
Victorine Grataloup.

photograph by Zarina Bhimji, a Hans-Peter Feldmann edition, 
Hat with Photograph (2007), and a video by Aurélien Froment, 
Théâtre de poche (2007), in which a magician manipulates 
and displays iconic images.

Townhouse Gallery selected artists through a more 
conceptual approach in relation to its specific context and 
reality, including Walid Raad’s Appendix XVIII: Plates (2009), 
a set of photographs by Nicolás Consuegra, and an ensemble 
of Jiří Kovanda’s documentation of performances and actions 
in the streets of Prague at the end of the 1970s.

At Beirut, looser associations between works claim-
ing the diminishment or failure of public institutions were 
presented, from the absent forms in Charlotte Moth’s pho-
tograph depicting a pedestal whose statue is missing, to 
Carey Young’s legislation of the stars, or a video work by 
Francis Alÿs, The  Nightwatch (2004), in which a security 
camera records a fox coming and going in an empty museum. 
The question of the exhibition itself as a medium became 
crucial in such a context.

Exhibitions and artworks can be considered inter-
cessors that are able to tell alternative stories. That is what 
motivates, I suppose, the will of a collector to support exhi-
bitions in different parts of the world—the aspiration to con-
front narratives, stories, and points of view. Frameworks that 
bring together research, collaborations, local partners, and 
the public interest in contemporary art should always try to 
find the right distance from which to operate, and a complex 
set of interactions and questions to generate.

1 Jurgis Paškevičius, Géraldine Geffriaud, and David Bernstein, students 
from Sandberg Institute at the time.

2 Marianna Hovhannisyan (Armenia), researcher and curator; Yu Ji 
(China), artist and cofounder of am art space in Shanghai; Moses 
Serubiri (Uganda), art writer, researcher, and curator; Simon Soon 
(Malaysia), researcher and curator; Yesomi Umolu (Nigeria/UK), cura-
tor and writer; and Natalia Zuluaga (Colombia/USA), curator.

A Jugedamos, Superusurpedsupper, 2013. Performance of The Cave 
with Travelogue lecture—with missing content by Ryan Gander, 
Nomas Foundation, Rome.

B “The Place from Where We Look,” 2015. Workshop, Kadist Paris.
C A  Guest without a Host Is a Ghost poster, 2014. Beirut Gallery, 

Contemporary Image Collective and Townhouse, Cairo.
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CHAPTER III 
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

HOW CAN AN ART ORGANIZATION WORK 
IN AND WITH OTHER CULTURAL CONTEXTS? 

KADIST’S ASIA PROGRAMS: A CASE STUDY
Xiaoyu Weng and Marie Martraire in conversation

Marie Martraire In the early 2010s you founded Kadist’s Asia 
Programs, which are dedicated to developing rela-
tionships and exchanges with artists, curators, and 
publications based in Asia. How did the Asia Programs 
emerge at Kadist?

Xiaoyu Weng Since its inception, Kadist’s ambition has been 
to be an international, global organization. The idea 
of globalism was central, but it was important to find 
specific points of entry. Kadist’s point was not to con-
sider a total “global art,” or generically speaking of 
“globalism.” That would have become very flat and 
nearly imposed a sort of universality or universal 
modernity, one in which we could all share the exact 
same experiences and arts everywhere around the 
world. Rather, what was interesting was not only to 
acknowledge the unique and specific experiences of 
artists based in Asia, but also to stress the tensions 
and frictions between their practices and global 
influences.

MM How has this focus on the tensions between artists’ 
practices and global influences concretely manifested 
in Kadist’s activities?
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2014  And I laid traps for troubadours who get killed before they reached 
Bombay, curated by Zasha Colah, Sumesh Sharma, and Émilie Villez, 
Clark House Initiative, Bombay. Work by Prabhakar Pachpute. Photo: 
Aurélien Mole.

XW For example, it has indirectly been translating through 
the collecting activity. At first, Kadist’s collection com-
mittee did not have a very defined focus in terms of 
mediums, regions, or others. Around the time I joined, 
the organization started to define a larger vision for 
the collection. More specifically, and in the context 
of our discussion about the Asia Programs, Kadist 
started thinking about what it meant to have an Asia 
sub-collection, to collect works by artists from Asia, 
and what Kadist could contribute to the discourse. 
Identifying the types of artists we wanted to sup-
port—mostly emerging artists—and how we wanted 
to support them was important. Kadist chose to follow 
the visions of a group of curatorial advisors instead of 
market trends or other more recognizable identities 
or ways of collecting. Additionally, we’ve formulated 
how we support these artists: by discussing with 
them, doing studio visits, understanding their works 
on an intimate and first-person level before reading 
other people’s writings or opinions as a second-
ary sort of information. This has made travels quite 
essential in the process of collection building and in 
the programs. 

MM Kadist Paris had already been around for five years 
when Kadist founded the Asia Programs, and the 
team had already established some relationships 
with artists and curators in Asia. How did you reinforce 
those connections?

XW Kadist Paris had already been collecting works by art-
ists from Asia and had been working with artists from 
the region. But we always hope to create and foster 
new narratives with the artworks in the collection. 
The choice of San Francisco as the base for the Asia 
Programs was important. From a prestige standpoint, 
San Francisco is not the usual suspect. Yet from and 
in San Francisco, we could stimulate some robust 
conversations and ongoing exchanges in the Asia-
Pacific region. One question was how we could situate 
the artworks in their original contexts while creating 
meaningful connections with the rest of the artworks 
in the collection. Doing public programs around the 
artworks and the artists was one way. Collaborating 
curatorially with other institutions worldwide was 
another. For me, Kadist is still in the process of achiev-
ing this goal.

MM What artists come to your mind in this context? 
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2014  A Guest without a Host Is a Ghost, curated by Beirut, Cairo. 
Contemporary Image Collective, Cairo. Works by Aurélien Froment 
and Akram Zaatari. Photo: Jens Maier-Rothe. 

XW A good example is Ho Tzu Nyen. We started to become 
interested in his works early on. Kadist collected 
The Cloud of Unknowing (2011), one of his important 
early works. Since then, his practice has always been 
part of the conversations at Kadist when discussing 
or pursuing theoretical and creative approaches to the 
region of Asia. Another good example is Ming Wong. 
The presentation of Making Chinatown (2012) at Kadist 
San Francisco in 2013 was a great opportunity not only 
for people to get to know his practice but also for Ming 
Wong to research Chinatown in San Francisco. It led 
him to develop his current project on opera and sci-
ence fiction.

MM And for you, what are the specific programs through 
which Kadist has been notably contributing to the 
practices of artists based in Asia?

XW Many artists have expressed that their residencies at 
Kadist contributed important experiences for them to 
move to the next stage of their career. For example I just 
saw Yin-Ju Chen [A] in Hong Kong, who mentioned this 
to me. Robert Zhao Renhui [B] did a very successful res-
idency in San Francisco, and hopefully it has benefited 
his practice. I also want to emphasize the unique col-
lecting activity of Kadist as a way to contribute to artists’ 
practices. Kadist often acquires works by artists in the 
early stages of their careers, when they need financial 
support to take on ambitious projects. This import-
ant monetary aspect differentiates Kadist from other 

exhibition venues or project spaces without collections. 
Obviously Kadist is comparably very different from 
large institutions or museums whose collecting pro-
cesses are so rigorous and time-consuming, with many 
different levels of discussion and debate. Because of 

A
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2014  A Guest without a Host Is a Ghost, curated by Beirut, Cairo. 
Contemporary Image Collective, Cairo. Works by Ryan Gander and 
John Menick. Photo: Contemporary Image Collective. 

this, large institutions rarely undertake the risk of col-
lecting young and emerging artists’ work. At the same 
time, Kadist’s acquisition process also differs from arbi-
trary private foundations or private collectors who buy 
art for personal pleasure or taste or decoration.

MM When defining a program with a regional focus like 
Kadist’s Asia Programs, how was Kadist able to 
address tensions and nuances in the artists’ practices 
as they consider global influences and other narra-
tives without essentializing the region?

XW We talked about the name “Asia Programs” a lot with-
out reaching any concrete conclusion. How can you 
avoid pigeonholing such a thing while still highlight-
ing the regional focus? Maybe we can talk about the 
Kadist Curatorial Collaborations. The original intent 
there was to consider ways of opening up interpreta-
tions of artists’ works beyond their specific regions. 
For example, how to present works by Chinese artists 
on an international platform instead of in the context 
of a “Chinese artists” kind of show? Also, personally, 
I have always been interested in looking at alternative 
modes of experiencing modern and contemporary 
life. For a long time, these modes have been rooted 
in the so-called opposition of East and West, a dualist 
approach, while yet other types of infrastructures have 
been somewhat ignored. Today, perhaps increasingly, 
new dualistic approaches emerge, such as the ones 
between the Global North and South. But this is not 
enough. What are the interconnections and historical 
narratives between different Asian countries, for exam-
ple? And what are the possible connections between 
Asian immigrants and those from South America? I am 
sure a lot of artists are addressing these issues, but 
they’ve never been interpreted that way.

B
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2014  Infinite City, curated by Elizabeth Neilson and Joseph del Pesco, 
Zabludowicz Collection, London. Photo: Andy Keate.

MM I believe the initial framework for the Kadist Curatorial 
Collaborations emerged while working on an exhibi-
tion with Inti Guerrero at Shanghai’s Minsheng Art 
Museum in 2012. How did the thinking around cura-
torial collaborations start at Kadist?

XW For that exhibition at the Minsheng Art Museum, we 
were wondering how we could show a collection 
without ever saying “the show presents the Kadist 
collection” or “this group of artists are from South 
America.” At that time, there were not many opportu-
nities to show the Kadist collection at all. Kadist had 
a space in Paris, and its San Francisco location had 
just started. Both were very limited size-wise, so the 
collections were sitting in storage most of the time.

Creating a new framework to work with the 
collection and artists was important to us at Kadist. 
The  exhibition format was an interesting way of 
storytelling. The input of curators working in differ-
ent cultural contexts was a way to create meaning-
ful exchanges. In this way, the exhibition would not 
become simply an imported project from foreign soil, 
completely irrelevant to the local cultural context. 
Rather, the exhibition could integrate the narratives 
arising from exchanges between curators and local 
audiences. In some aspects, Kadist’s curatorial collab-
orations are also intended to break apart established 
art historical orders such as regional, chronological, et 
cetera. Creating more issue- and topic-based exhibi-
tions is an attempt to break through these narratives, 
and I definitely think more work needs to be done. 
One thing I want to mention, something that struck 
me for example in the exhibition Soil and Stones, 
Souls and Songs (2017) at Para Site in Hong Kong, [C] 
is that Kadist has not been very visible in this collab-
oration framework. I don’t know if this is good or bad. 

C
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2014  Somewhere, Elsewhere, Anywhere, Nowhere, Marcelo Cidade, 
Kadist, San Francisco. Photo: Jeff Warrin.

Internally we’ve always struggled with the minimal 
visibility of the Kadist identity, but at the same time 
it might be a good thing if it’s not really visible in an 
expected way.

MM After the exhibition in Shanghai, you co-curated with 
Ruijun Shen and Betti-Sue Hertz in 2014 one of the first 
Kadist Curatorial Collaborations at Guangdong Times 
Museum in Guangzhou and Yerba Buena Center for 
the Arts in San Francisco. For you, how has Kadist’s 
thinking and the role of its physical contexts evolved 
around those curatorial collaborations?

XW Kadist curators have a deep understanding of the 
collection and the artists, but how could they con-
tribute to the exchanges? Contributing through the 
San Francisco context for example was very limited 
because of its specific cultural environment. The only 
way to open up the contributions is to rely on the artists 
in the collection, their works, and the different cultures 
and perspectives they bring to Kadist. Exchanges take 
place in ways we are not always aware of. Looking 
back today to Kadist’s activities, I think it doesn’t really 
matter if Kadist is in Paris or San Francisco. Kadist’s 
identity is not constrained or shaped by its locations. 
Most foundations or museums are obligated to con-
nect with the local scenes, so maybe that will be lib-
erating when conceptualizing future programs.

A Yin-Ju Chen in residency, 2016. Mount Shasta, California. Photo: Marie 
Martraire.

B Robert Zhao Renhui in residency, 2014. Antioch, California. Photo: 
Marie Martraire.

C Prabhakar Pachpute creating Broken Varaha II (2017) featured in Soil 
and Stones, Souls and Songs, Jim Thompson Art Center, Bangkok. 
Photo: Marie Martraire.
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2014  Beyond the End, curated by Camila Marambio, Kadist, Paris. Work by 
María Luisa Murillo. Photo: Aurélien Mole.

NOT FULLY HUMAN, NOT HUMAN AT ALL 
AND THE MISSING CIRCLE: THE STAKES 

OF REGIONAL PROGRAMS
Magalí Arriola and Nataša Petrešin-Bachelez 

in conversation with Élodie Royer

Since 2012, Kadist has reached beyond its venues in Paris and 
San Francisco to establish collaborations with international 
institutions. These typically involve two curators, one from 
Kadist and one from the other institution, working together 
to find artists and topics of mutual relevance. Kadist is now 
initiating a new regional series of international collaborations, 
deepening its investment in four geographic zones by work-
ing with a curator based in each region for a three-year term, 
and identifying key issues of social relevance in the region 
that will guide production and research.

Élodie Royer How have each of you approached this invitation 
to conceive and curate a long-term project related to 
a geographic zone or region? What were your first 
thoughts, and what do you perceive as the stakes?

Magalí Arriola Maybe the biggest challenge of developing a 
project based on a geographic area that encompasses 
diverse cultures and regions is not to make a general-
izing overall statement. For instance, the concept of a 
Latin American continent comes from Napoleon III’s 
intentions to demarcate a “Latin” zone of influence 
as part of his crusade to restore French political and 
military prestige, and to counter North American 
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2014  Inside the Beaver’s Skin: A Case Study, Muséum national d’histoire 
naturelle, Paris. In the framework of the exhibition curated by Camila 
Marambio at Kadist. Photo: Victorine Grataloup.

nineteenth-century expansionism. So for us, instead 
of trying to find a single curatorial theme to address 
issues related to the continent’s political history, it 
seemed more productive to use the opportunity of 
this long-term research project to find a metaphorical 
way of analyzing how the common threads of a Latin 
American history have inscribed themselves into its 
cultural landscape.

By addressing what the anthropologist Michael 
Taussig has termed a “space of death,” our research 
will take as its point of departure the shared experience 
of death and extinction that has traversed the conti-
nent as a consequence of imperial politics and colo-
nial exploitation. We will explore the role that counted 
corpses and unaccounted souls have in the world of 
the living as casualties of institutionalized violence and 
bare life, but also, more importantly, as the emanci-
pating agents at the heart of new political formations. 
They are not only haunting our memories of the past 
but also lingering in our expectancies for the future.

Nataša Petrešin-Bachelez The possibility for erroneous gener-
alizations is immense when one thinks of Europe as 
well. My first questions were related to where Europe 
starts and where it ends, geographically and cultur-
ally speaking. Also looking through the lenses of its 
history of colonialism and war-driven expansionism 
over the centuries. I found it particularly inspiring to 
focus on current ecological, political, and social con-
ditions that traverse Europe, especially in light of the 
passants, to use Achille Mbembe’s term—the newly 
arrived and future citizens of Europe, the asylum seek-
ers, migrant workers, and most of all the refugees from 
the war-torn and conflict-inflicted regions in Africa, 
Asia, and the Middle East. The sinister ways in which 
the conservative “older” European citizens as well 
as the European politicians have greeted these new-
comers makes clear that refugees especially are not 
regarded as entirely human, and that this attitude has 
happened many times before. Hence the overall title of 
the project, Not Fully Human, Not Human at All, which 
comes from Hortense Spillers’s reading of Sojourner 
Truth’s abolitionist legacy in the United States. It’s 
also quoted in Donna Haraway’s seminal essay “Ecce 
Homo” (1989). 

Post-humanism and other-than-human prac-
tices have recently described the necessity of thinking 
the category and subjectivity of a human in an aug-
mented way. The concepts of the “obsolete human” 
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2014  M.I.R.: Polite Guests from the Future, Arseny Zhilyaev, Kadist, 
San Francisco. Photo: Philip Maisel.

and the “new human” have been too often politically 
misused and led to atrocities such as wars and geno-
cides, since they have connotations of purity and colo-
nial, racist, nationalistic deliriums. I would hope that 
the outcomes of this project involve transformative 
experiences for ethically and ecologically responsible 
human subjects.

ÉR How have you formulated your curatorial projects 
from these first thoughts? I am interested in partic-
ular in how you arrived at your specific locations or 
countries, and how the work of the artists you selected 
embodies your research and approach.

NPB I would like to find ways to articulate that the Global 
South is not only a geographical concept, but that 
we have many Souths, for example the geographical 
south of Europe. From the beginning, it was import-
ant for me to determine the project together with the 
partner institutions and the contexts in which they 
operate. Thus, partners in Kosovo, Portugal, and 
Belgium were invited to join the collaboration, and 
together with each of them we discussed at length 
the invitation to the commissioned artist. Kosovo is the 
youngest state in Europe, a laboratory of neocolonial 
powers and a place of immense potential, as it has 
demographically a very young population. Portugal is 
at this moment showing bright hope in political terms 
with its socialist government, and it is also home to a 
highly diverse and interesting art scene. Belgium is, 
besides Bosnia, literally one of the most divided coun-
tries in Europe, as well as the administrative center of 
the European Union. I believe working with the context 
of these three social, historical, and political entities—
which are so different and almost opposite in some 
ways—can bring about a lot of vibrant discussions.

What is wonderful about this project is that it 
has an open form, is adaptable, and can grow into a 
stronger collaboration than merely function with a top-
down hierarchy. In that way, all the partners agreed 
that the final exhibition, which will bring together a few 
years of research and the new commissions, will be 
collectively curated by all of us involved in the project.

MA I agree with Nataša, one of the most interesting things 
about this curatorial collaboration is the open form 
that allows research to develop over time, evolving 
hand in hand with a growing institutional network. 
In  terms of the three commissions that we will be 
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2014  Games Are Forbidden in the Labyrinth, curated by Ruth Estevez, 
San Francisco Art Institute. Photo: Gregory Goode.

producing over this three-year project, what was 
interesting for me was not only the fact of producing 
new works but the possibility of having the artists col-
laborate with medium-size local museums, historical 
sites, or archives (like the Museo Casa León Trotsky 

in Mexico City, with whom the duo Rometti Costales 
will collaborate). This way of proceeding is not only a 
way to support smaller institutions in Latin America, 
and in some cases put them on the map, but also a 
way to get the artists involved in the research for the 
final project and take advantage of their creative input. 
Furthermore, because of the nature of the project, 
it’s been important to work with artists who share 
an interest in the political history of the continent 
but whose work also operates using metaphorical 
or narrative strategies that reach beyond geograph-
ical borders. That is the case for example of Carla 
Zaccagnini and Naufus Ramírez Figueroa. [A] In that 
sense, I also think there are different ways in which 
both our projects overlap—colonial history, exodus 
and migration, human and nonhuman—which makes 
the overall format of the curatorial collaboration initi-
ated by Kadist even more interesting.

ÉR How do you view your projects and research in relation 
to your everyday environments in Europe and Latin 
America?

NPB Today, in the Global South and North alike, we are living 
in conditions of Western late capitalism, extractive 
economies, and unprecedented climate deregulation. 
The three artists we selected for the commissions, 
as well as the discussions we are having among the 
partners, are definitely reflecting what is happening 
around us in Europe’s fragile, utterly unpredictable 

A
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2014  Wall, Window or Bar Signs, Mungo Thomson, Kadist, San Francisco. 
Photo: Jeff Warrin.

political, social, and ecological environment. The first 
seminar that took place in Prizren, Kosovo, which 
launched the entire project as well as featured a 
performance of the first commissioned artist, Lala 
Raščić, [B] was for example focused on the social and 

cultural practices of commoning. Commoning, as a 
process of working together on reclaiming the public 
good in the interest of citizens, is one example of a 
transformative potential that arises from small-size 
initiatives in urban, cultural, or educational spheres, in 
all regions of Europe. We invited several actors from 
the countries around Kosovo that run incredible fem-
inist and environmental activist initiatives in the field 
of commoning. I am looking forward to seeing how 
the seminar that we will organize at Netwerk in Aalst 
around the commission of Daniela Ortiz in 2018 will 
similarly reflect on the possible alternatives that one 
can create in the field of culture and arts.

MA The Missing Circle takes its title from a speech given 
by the novelist Julio Cortázar at a symposium on 
enforced disappearance in Paris in 1981, in which he 
referred to the silent absence, or the ghostly presence, 
that populates what he calls the “missing circle” of 
Dante’s Inferno, that is, the space of death that has 
resulted from the institutionalized violence of dictator-
ship—and, one could add, civil wars, organized crime, 
et cetera. That shared experience of death that our 
final project will address has manifested itself over the 
years in very different manners—in the figure of the 
living dead incarnating an early capitalist slave econ-
omy (from the Brazilian gold mining or the Haitian zom-
bies working in sugar plantations, to the indigenous 
populations exploited in Colombian rubber camps); 
in the missing and the slain who fought military 

B
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2014  Librería Donceles, Pablo Helguera, Kadist, San Francisco.

dictatorships, guerrillas, and civil wars in Guatemala, 
Paraguay, Chile, Peru, or Argentina for a large part of 
the twentieth century; or more recently in the haunt-
ing souls of those fallen in a war on drugs that coun-
tries such as Mexico and Colombia have waged on 
their own populations. The project will bring to the 
fore concepts such as anonymity and identity, silence 
and communication, life and death, fact and fiction, 
in order to reveal the connective pathways between 
objects and subjects, victims and perpetrators, wit-
nesses and narrators. It will draw a nonlinear narrative 
recounting stories from the past that will hopefully 
provide better scenarios for the future.

A Naufus Ramírez Figueroa, Two Flamingos Copulating on a Tin Roof, 
2017. Carved polystyrene sculptures, epoxy resin, clay whistles, neon 
lights, sound piece, and performance. Arsenale, 57th Venice Biennale, 
2017. Courtesy the artist.

B  Lala Raščić, The Eumenides, 2014. HD video, color, sound, 27 min. 
Courtesy the artist.
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2014  Theory on the Desk, Meiro Koizumi, Kadist, Paris. Photo: Aurélien Mole. 

FEARING NATIONS
Cosmin Costinas and Inti Guerrero

Curating is for us a way of researching and reading different 
aesthetic realms and cultural lineages, then composing them 
into narratives and discussions that are universally translat-
able and relevant. Urgency informs this relevancy, and sensi-
bility and respect for the place where it happens are essential 
to the process.

Often in our practice we depart from specific knots 
of otherwise dispersed threads or unexpected overlaps of 
regimes. The form these knots or moments of juncture take 
can range from one, two, or several images of various prove-
nances to historical events widely ranging in acknowledged 
importance—from an object to an anecdote, from occur-
rences to accounts. These items tend to be context specific, 
but necessarily synonymous with experiences elsewhere. 
They are meant to reveal sensibilities, and through sensibil-
ities, patterns of thought and of representation. A step fur-
ther beyond representation, they should dissect, expose, and 
reveal modes of organization of our world. Works of art often 
do that by themselves and create autonomous worlds within 
our exhibitions. Other areas contain constellations of differ-
ent artworks, or of artworks and objects extracted from other 
worlds (from cinema to popular culture, from everyday life to 
the culturally specific). The curatorial formats we are inter-
ested in rely on diverse aesthetic languages, employing the 
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2014  Landscape: The Virtual, the Actual, the Possible?, curated by Betti-Sue 
Hertz, Ruijun Shen, and Xiaoyu Weng, Guangdong Times Museum, 
Guangzhou. Work by Liang Shuo. Photo: Guangdong Times Museum.

experience of the viewer as much as the materiality and the 
complicated presence of the object in the critical landscape 
of today’s art. We therefore think it is important to produce 
within an exhibition different mechanisms of gaze and intro-
duce possible periodizations for the anxieties of the present.

When A Journal of the Plague Year opened at Kadist 
San Francisco in 2014, the subject of immigration in the United 
States had not escalated to today’s levels, with travel bans and 
open discussions of a wall along the southern border. Yet an 
immigration crisis did take place that year, caused by an influx 
of unaccompanied children from Central America crossing 
the border to seek asylum. The media captured some of this 
hatred and xenophobia toward the newcomers, showing 
residents of Arizona waving American flags to block buses 
transporting the undocumented, underage immigrants. It was 
a direct expression of racist nativism, which for many at that 
time seemed an expression of a minority. From today’s per-
spective, it was a manifestation of a social anxiety regarding 
contagion, fear of infestation. Works on view in the exhibition 
such as the video Total Mobilization (2006) by Yin-Ju Chen 
and James T. Hong, [A] where an overpopulated colony of ants 
devours a map of the United States, gain even more relevance 
in the context of today’s drastic political shifts.

Dorothea Lange’s photographs depicting Japanese 
detention camps across the country following Pearl Harbor, 
and other pictures by her of Japanese American shop owners 
claiming their Americanness with signs saying “I  am an 
American,” were perceived by audiences in 2014 with his-
torical distance. Having the opportunity to present A Journal 
of the Plague Year in California also made the exhibition 

come full circle, as the show identified repeating patterns of 
exclusion and dehumanization—specifically, examples of late 
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century anti-Asian sentiment 
in California that practically wrote the textbook on the West’s 
projections of fear toward immigrants.

A
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2014  Landscape: The Virtual, the Actual, the Possible?, curated by Betti-Sue 
Hertz, Ruijun Shen, and Xiaoyu Weng, Yerba Buena Center for the Arts, 
San Francisco. Photo: Phocasso.

With the exhibition Soil and Stones, Souls and Songs 
(2016) we wanted to investigate how territory—land, soil 
itself—is tangible matter from which ideological, social, 
economic, spiritual, mythological, and religious structures 
emerge. An important part of the show gathered artworks 

from across Asia in which indigenous forms, belief systems, 
and aesthetic regimes are quoted or appropriated in nar-
ratives of resistance within micropolitical struggles over 
land ownership and systemic social exclusion. We The . .  . 
SoilSoulSoidierySuicidesSociety .  .  . (2015–ongoing) by 
Trương Công Tùng [B] incorporates gold-painted termite 
nests from Vietnam, organic matter that is sacred to the 
Jarai people in Southeast Asia. Trương Công later used these 
golden nests to form the shape of a body wearing a type of 
vintage military jacket commonly worn by Jarai farmers from 
the artist’s home province. The work was accompanied by a 

photograph from a local news story in Vietnam reporting on 
a group of Jarai people who had illegally crossed the forest 
to flee to Cambodia.

Another key aspect of the exhibition was works by 
José Maceda, Walter Smetak, and Tarek Atoui [C] in which 

C
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2014  Flies Prefer Yellow, Robert Zhao Renhui, Kadist, San Francisco. Photo: 
Robert Zhao Renhui. 

music emanates from instruments made of seeds, bamboo, 
or rocks. The  songs create new experimental music that 
destabilizes ideas of origin and purity in the construction 
of identity.

A Yin-Ju Chen and James T. Hong, Total Mobilization, 2005. 16mm film 
and DVCAM video, black and white, sound, 8 min.

B Trương Công Tùng, We The . . . SoilSoulSoidierySuicidesSociety . . ., 
2015–ongoing. Soil, termite nest, photograph, vintage military jacket, 
dimensions variable.

C Tarek Atoui, The Reverse Collection, 2014. Performance, 2017 adap-
tation. Photo: Para Site, Hong Kong. Courtesy the artist and Para Site.
Coproduced with Kadist on the occasion of the traveling exhibition 
Soil and Stones, Souls and Songs.
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CHAPTER IV
LOCAL AND ONLINE PROGRAMS

← Previous pages: Lee Kit, Untitled, Kadist apartment, Paris, 2017. 
Photograph, text.

AT THE OFFICE, AT THE STUDIO, AT THE APARTMENT: 
RESIDENCIES AT KADIST

Émilie Villez, with an iconography by Sophie Potelon

COLLECTING/COMMISSIONING

We have been witnessing fast changes in the art world in 
the past ten years, especially the involvement of private 
collections in supporting artists, building institutions, and 
commissioning artworks. Yet a dichotomy between collect-
ing and producing is still very much present: collecting or 
exhibiting a collection is classically seen as a “conservative” 
(in every way) act of working with existing works less than 
with artists themselves, while producing new work is seen as 
a more curatorial, active process. Is this perhaps why more 
students want to become curators and not conservators 
today? A progressive vision of collecting and working with 
collections is still quite marginal.

Kadist has worked with these contradictions from 
the start: starting with a collection, then evolving into a 
commissioning institution, it shaped a double identity as 
conservator and producer, on both sides of the circuit in 
a sense. The decision to open a space in Paris and then in 
San Francisco was related to designing a program based on 
the collection without actually displaying it: in other words, 
inviting artists who are part of the collection to do a residency 
in one or both venues, and produce a new project within an 
exhibition. In that sense, at Kadist, the residency constitutes 
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2015  Canibalia, curated by Julia Morandeira Arrizabalaga, Kadist, Paris. 
Work by Candice Lin, Jeleton, and Carlos Motta. Photo: Aurélien Mole.

the core program in the building of a long-term relationship 
with artists. It allows the institution to engage closely with the 
artist’s working process, and simultaneously understand the 
work in the collection better. The residency frames a mutual 
commitment, as it means literally that the artist relocates his 

or her life into the institution for some months. Likewise, the 
institution becomes involved in daily matters that go beyond 
the professional realm of this relationship.

RESIDENCIES: CONTEXT AND CLICHÉS

The development of residency programs has mirrored the evo-
lution of artistic practices: from isolated and studio-based to 
more context-relevant, socially engaged, or research-based 
practices. Residency programs provide more than a work 

space and lodging; they provide a situation, which modifies 
artists’ usual working conditions. Beyond a change in prac-
tices, the increase of residency programs has also occurred 
in parallel to another major change, the globalization of the art 
world. Residencies are necessary tools to enable the mobility 

B
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2015  The Secession Sessions, Eric Baudelaire, Kadist, San Francisco. 
Photo: Jeff Warrin. 

of artists and curators; they are now absolutely part of the eco-
system, as testify the many residency networks that exist in the 
art world. The idea of relocating one’s activity (and life) during 
a set period of time generates archetypal situations: the idea 
of displacement, of acclimating to other methodologies and 

production conditions, not to mention dealing with another 
language or culture. In an ideal scenario, the involvement of 
the institution’s team with a resident is a determining factor 
in avoiding any mishaps due to a vision born from a short stay, 
avoiding any cultural shortcuts, and mediating the project 
accurately toward the local audience. At the same time, resi-
dencies are still limited periods in which the artist is parachuted 
into a new context. How does that period sit within an artist’s 
whole career? Can it leave a trace within a context that will stay 
the same after the artist is gone? In sum, just as it is arguable 
that art can change things, can a residency change a practice?

ABOUT PRODUCTIVITY AND EXHIBITING THE RESIDENCY

The  contemporary art world is constantly reminded of 
its embarrassing relation to time: valorization of time in 

C
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2015  A Journal of the Plague Year, curated by Cosmin Costinas and Inti 
Guerrero, Kadist, San Francisco. Photo: Jeff Warrin.

understanding the work of an artist, high valorization of 
time in the scope of research-based practices, and yet an 
overwhelmingly accelerated rhythm of producing new work 
for each institutional or commercial gallery show, art fair, 
biennial, et cetera. The model of the super-curator and its 

peer, the over-traveled artist, reflect a more generally prob-
lematic relation to time in our contemporary societies. About 
this urge for productivity in relation to residencies, curator 
Sofía Hernández Chong Cuy has said:

I’ve thought a lot about productivity as it pertains to 
curatorial practice in general and to residencies in 
particular. The question of productivity comes up con-
stantly in residency programs, and I feel that some-
times, in the overly professionalized field that we’re in, 
there is a tendency to consider every single opportunity 

as a way to show or to display or to open (like open stu-
dios) and so on. If anything, over the course of a resi-
dency, most time is being spent finding how to resolve 
things in a new context. All the errors that come about 
the way, all these different lapses or failings that one 
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2015  negotiations—chapter 1-i: dualaland—paris, Em’kal Eyongakpa, 
Kadist, Paris. Photo: Aurélien Mole.

can experience through the residency, become one of 
the most interesting cultural aspects of travel. [1]

Sofía Hernández Chong Cuy was Kadist’s third curatorial 
resident (2008). Opening the residency to curators as early 

as 2007, and to magazines, [2] has allowed us to reflect on 
the changes that are at stake in curatorial and editorial prac-
tices just as in artistic practices, the differences in working 
methods between a range of different-scaled institutions, 
and more generally the meaning of collaborating and hosting 
a guest. Facing a variety of practices, rhythms in producing, 
conceptual approaches, and artistic cultures, such a small 
institution as Kadist (small spaces, small teams) needs to be 
a flexible one, and for that reason it has been about adapting 
and finding a common ground with the guest’s methodology 
every time.

This aspect of hosting contains a reciprocal learning 
experience. Interestingly, in French the “host” can be the 
person offering hospitality or the guest receiving it. Likewise, 
the residencies at Kadist have always attempted to achieve 
both the goal of introducing international content to the local 

G
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2015  La Vigie (extrait 6), Jean-Luc Moulène. collectorspace, Istanbul. Kadist 
collection. Photo: Sevim Sancaktar. © Adagp, Paris, 2018.

contexts of Paris and San Francisco, and also supporting the 
local scene, for example by bringing in curators from abroad 
who will meet many artists during their stay, or foreign maga-
zines that will scan the Bay Area in a fresh way. Also, working 
with artists who run spaces or play key roles for younger 

artists in their region, and inviting art spaces in residency has 
enabled the opening of conversations about other forms of 
collaborations, networking, and basically work ethics. This is 
how, from our curatorial residency, we started initiating col-
laborations with international institutions. [3]

Unlike a residency purely focused on research, the 
artist and curatorial residencies at Kadist actually generate 
the exhibition program, and indeed, the artistic and curatorial 
challenge of finding a shape to present research in progress 
has been a trademark of our exhibitions. In other words, how 
to take into account the simultaneous production of research 

and exhibition, make it readable for the audience, and at the 
same time keep the project open for future new steps—think-
ing about the exhibition format itself has encapsulated all this.

The process of collaboration is transformative. Kadist 
has been over the years a bank lobby, a political bureau, a 

I
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2015  The Fallen Tree, Erick Beltrán, Kadist, San Francisco. Photo: Mariko Reed. 

school, a museum of Russian history, a cabin lost in Tierra del 
Fuego, a garden, and a parliament. [4] Several exhibitions at 
Kadist literally transformed the exhibition space into some-
thing other than a contemporary art institution, showing how 
the exhibition itself can become an artwork.

Within this framework, the artwork is rarely a frozen, 
self-reflexive object, but can trigger a conversation about how 
an artist works, and how he or she works with an institution. 
And for sure, a small-scale institution like Kadist is not left 
unchanged after working with each resident. We hope the 
experience is as transformative for the artists and curators 
as it is for our team.

1 Sofía Hernández Chong Cuy during the panel discussion “On 
Curatorial Residencies,” May  2, 2011, Goethe-Institut, New  York. 
Presented by the International Studio and Curatorial Program (ISCP) 
and MINI/Goethe-Institut Curatorial Residencies Ludlow 38.

2 See complete list of residents on page 235.
3 See chapter III on International Programs, pp. 127–57.
4 In order: a solo exhibition by Goldin+Senneby (2010); Enacting 

Populism in Its Mediaescape (2012), curated by Matteo Lucchetti; 
a solo exhibition by Nicolás Paris (2013); a solo exhibition by Arseny 
Zhilyaev (2014); Beyond the End (2014), curated by Camila Marambio; 
a solo show by Shooshie Sulaiman (2016); and State (in) Concepts 
(2017), curated by iLiana Fokianaki.

A Mariana Castillo Deball, 2016, Kadist San Francisco (artist in residence).
B Shooshie Sulaiman, 2016, Kadist Paris (artist in residence).
C Em’kal Eyongakpa, 2015, Kadist Paris (artist in residence).
D Robert Zhao Renhui, 2014, Kadist San Francisco (artist in residence).
E Mario García Torres, 2007, Kadist Paris (artist in residence).
F Nicolás Paris, 2013, Kadist Paris (artist in residence).
G Erick Beltrán, 2015, Kadist San Francisco (artist in residence).
H Moshekwa Langa, 2016, Kadist Paris (artist in residence).
I Jeleton, 2015, Kadist Paris (artists invited by Julia Morandeira 

Arrizabalaga, curator in residence).
J Marcelo Cidade, 2014, Kadist San Francisco (artist in residence).
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2015  One Month without Filming, Gusmão + Paiva, REDCAT Gallery, 
Los Angeles. Photo: Rafael Hernandez.

WHY AND FOR WHOM?
Sumesh Sharma

As you walk up rue des Trois Frères, Kadist sits on a turning at 
number 21, and once you have lived there, you need to remem-
ber the door code, as you are always invited back in. Now there 
is talk of people excitedly awaiting its expansion. Since its 
inception, the art space brought about a decisive change in an 
art scene that still suffers from chronic provincialism. The pro-
vincialism does not arise because of a lack of international par-
ticipation or attention, but something much deeper that arises 
out of the “French way of doing things”—not only lacking in 
engagement, but insensitive and mannered to the attitude that 
all things foreign can be profited from or have a consequence 
of utility across the board—in the political, economic, social, 
or even cultural sense. Thus quite often we accuse French 
institutions of opportunism, exoticism, and instrumentalization 
of culture. How does Kadist escape this predicament?

Kadist is situated in a spot that would surely be on 
the path of the quintessential American tourist. Even cura-
tors from Los  Angeles would prefer Montmartre rather 
than Belleville, the Parisian quarter that draws heavily from 
Californian hipsterism. Being in a tourist destination allows 
Kadist a certain anonymity, as it is not posturing at the center 
stage of Parisian affairs or trying to be a colony of Bay Area 
culture in continental Europe, even though its sister is in 
San Francisco. It is a space driven by a collection, and thus 
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2015  The Song of the Hands, Julie Béna, Kadist, San Francisco. 

it engages its invitations, exhibitions, and talks because of a 
commitment that costs itself a considerable amount. Thus, 
unlike your museum that matches diplomatic goals and gal-
leries that tap emerging markets or scenes, Kadist has the 
luxury to steer clear. So, what does it engage?

Michel Milk, a happy Copt from Cairo, runs an all-night 
grocery store a few steps from Kadist. Although Gamal Abdel 
Nasser drove the Greeks, Italians, and French from Egypt, the 
Copts felt relatively secure under his administration. Milk is 
clear about his politics at Chez Milk: while serving bottles of 
wine, whiskey, and beer to Americans who ought not to be 
allowed to buy alcohol at their age, he is also entertaining 
his friends who are buskers. Each one comes from another 
country—Italy, Algeria, ex-Yugoslavia, Lebanon, Japan, and 
some I can’t recollect have a penchant for alcohol and draw 
their livelihoods from making caricatures and paintings at the 
steps of the Notre-Dame. They are neighbored by a creperie, 
by a restaurant that unusually sells cheese fondue, and two 
streets away by souvenir shops selling scarves and goblets 
run by Indians, Bangladeshis, and Chinese. A microcosm of 
an economy collects despite the nationalism France strad-
dles today; concerns for safety, the aesthetics of Chinese pro-
duction, and other factors are unregulated and unavoidable 
due to overarching human interests. Each person who puts a 
foot on the hill will be taking a flight or a train in the near future. 
The place, context, and people are constantly in flux but each 
in intimate interaction. What is the context of practice and the 
subsequent exhibition?

These intimacies give birth to stories, pasts and 
expected futures, that engage in the real. There is no forecast-
ing of a vision that is supplied with visuals; rather, at Kadist 
a syncretism allows an engagement that mimics the flux but 
is meaningful to each participant. When Zasha Colah and 
I curated at Kadist L’Exigence de la Saudade (2013) it repre-
sented our youth and our emergent need for nostalgia for lost 
freedoms, some which have indeed been lost since. I would 
love to eat beef in Bombay without getting lynched. And I laid 
traps for the troubadours who get killed before they reached 
Bombay (2014) happened when Kadist came to Clark House 
in February 2014 just months before India slipped into cultural 
fascism brought forth by a general election. We were predict-
ing the loss of freedom, engaging an electorate disengaged 
from our emotions, but as artists we thought it wise to explain 
our practices through an exhibition that housed more than 
twenty artists. The artist Nil Yalter asked us to write on post-
ers of a Turkish immigrant family from the 1970s the verse 
“Exile Is a Hard Job.”

Zasha’s and my friendship with Michel Milk arose at 
a time when we were constructing our first major exhibition 
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2015  United States of Latin America, curated by Jens Hoffmann and Pablo 
León de la Barra, Museum of Contemporary Art Detroit. Photo: 
MOCAD, Detroit.

outside Europe as residents at Kadist. We scripted a visual 
for Clark House that was intergenerational, across race and 
gender and irreverent to privileged art histories, with a need 
to reinterpret and rewrite and at the same time to make exhi-
bition making more accessible and inherently engaging in 
practice, not form. Therefore when Yogesh Barve, the present 
director of Clark House, did his solo at the store of Michel Milk 
opening the same night as Kadist, Clark House chartered a 
path of change that privileged the politics of voice and soli-
darity rather than representation.

Gathering many voices that eloquently narrate deep 
personal histories marks the exhibitions at Kadist and its col-
lection that straddles many mediums, for the change Kadist 
sees and inhabits is that exhibitions are for people and not 
for spaces such as institutions.
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2015  A Painting Is a Painting Isn’t a Painting, curated by Hamza Walker, 
Kadist, San Francisco. Works by Mike Rubin and Amanda Ross-Ho. 
Photo: Jeff Warrin.

A TEMPORARY COMMUNITY
Hou Hanru and Lin Yilin in conversation

What follows is excerpts of a discussion between Hou Hanru 
and Lin Yilin on the occasion of Lin’s residency in San Francisco 
in 2011—the first residency at Kadist San Francisco in the 
frame of its Asia Programs, on how to bring a work from one 
context to another.

Hou Hanru This exhibition is the result of your residency with 
Kadist last year. How did you conceive the project?

Lin Yilin It is often in a rush that I go to other places and cities 
to make works for exhibitions. But  with the invi-
tation from Kadist, I was able to stay in the city for 
three months. With this abundant time, I could get to 
understand the place in depth. I walked around many 
streets and talked to many people, including elderly 
Chinese Americans as well as teachers and students 
from the San Francisco Art Institute. I communicated 
with people of different ages, including young people 
from China and other places who have come here 
to study. I received relatively ample information and 
resources, which enabled me to take time to shape 
my thoughts. San Francisco’s geographic environ-
ment and the characteristics of being a tourist city 
gave me a very refreshing feeling at the beginning. 
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2015  Comot Your Eyes Make I Borrow You Mine, Otobong Nkanga, curated 
by Claire Molloy, Kadist, Paris. Photo: Aurélien Mole.

I started to think about the project after the feeling of 
freshness began to fade away.

HH You mentioned in your artist statement that the geo-
graphic environment here is a key element in the 
project. At the initial thinking stage, what was your 
understanding of it?

LY In general, my first understanding of the place was 
no different than that of an ordinary tourist. My initial 
feeling was about its means of transportation, the hilly 
ground, and its location next to the ocean. However, 
these are all surface impressions. Ultimately what 
touched me the most came from a conversation 
I had with Mr. David Lei, who has lived in Chinatown 
for many years. He shared with me a lot of interesting 
stories of Chinatown and things happening around it. 
This allowed me, in a short period of time, to have an 
in-depth understanding of the city and the relationship 
between its history and geography. This greatly stim-
ulated and influenced my work.

HH On the one hand, you explore the effects the geogra-
phy has created on the cultural history. On the other 

A
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2015  Camera of Wonders, curated by Jens Hoffmann, Centro de la Imágen, 
Mexico City. Photo: Centro de la Imágen.

hand, you try very hard to test the physical limits of the 
body through the use of your own body.

LY Actually, at first I was not sure if this series of works 
could be realized. It would interfere with the public 
traffic, and I had no knowledge of the police here or 
the regulations, and to what extent these aspects 
would affect my performance. However, I did sense 
the possibility of executing these performances, as 
city control seemed to be loose. At the same time, 
my performances are often simple and straightfor-
ward. They don’t create big interruptions to people 
or surroundings.

HH How did you choose such a simple gesture: rolling, 
rolling on the ground?

LY The feeling that San Francisco gives me is very dif-
ferent from what I feel from metropolises in China, or 
even New York. Those cities have strong characteris-
tics such as social issues related to politics, culture, 
economy, et cetera. In San Francisco I applied a simple 
method, which was to utilize the geographic condition. 
I did not want what I created to get too close to any 
specific aspect, not too close to culture or to politics. 
Because this place is neutral, in a neutral zone. And of 
course, when other people saw me being a Chinese or 
Asian, they might associate the project with history and 
immigration. Therefore, I wanted to use the simplest 
action to expand the scope of people’s perspectives.

HH Your new work is evidently connected to the series 
you have made in the past ten years, including per-
formances in urban environments and the way you 
interact with architectural space. In particular your 
application of the “wall” as an important element, as 

B
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2015  Movement Break, Adelita Husni-Bey, Kadist, San Francisco. Photo: 
Jeff Warrin.

well as the gesture of occupying the streets, are con-
sistent. During this time, your practice has extended 
from Guangzhou to the whole country, then to the 
West, and to the more international and globalized 
context. How do you see these progressions?

LY I do think there has been an important transforma-
tion. I was born and raised in Guangzhou, a city in 
southern China. It  provided a lot of energy for my 
practice. I felt I was the local, the “owner,” of the city 
then. I could seek opportunities that would stimulate 
my practice and work in that city. I also understood 
that the works I created were unique to the context 
of China. When it comes to my earlier works, people 
would definitely interpret them from the social context 
of that region. Ever since I have had the opportunity to 
realize works in foreign countries, I have started to feel 
that it is not easy to transport the most essential and 
intrinsic aspects of my work into a different field and 
context. Many artists are encountering such issues, 
including artists from the West. If they have to create 
a site-specific or time-based work in China, they will 
come across the conflicts caused by differences of 
the local culture and society. A valuable quality that 
originally inhered in the work will decrease or change. 
Are these intrinsic qualities still having effects? Or per-
haps they have turned into the outer form or a shell 
of the content? After all, the energy fields where the 
artist and his or her work are situated have completely 
changed. But this time, I have had a long time to spend, 
so I considered my adaptation and this transformation 
to have been very good.

HH Why good? Can you elaborate?

LY Because when you go to a new place, you get excited 
about things that are not actually essential. You can 
only get an impression of the city from the perspective 
of an outsider. Although I did not live here for a long 
time, either—only a total of three months—I was able 
to get past that beginning stage and satisfy a kind of 
cultural curiosity. I was able to hold back and transform 
some of my creative impulses stimulated by surface 
characteristics and respond to something deeper.

A Lin Yilin, Golden Flower, 2011. Performance, San Francisco, 2012.
B Lin Yilin, Golden Hill, 2011. Performance, San Francisco, 2012.
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2015  Movement Break, Adelita Husni-Bey, Kadist, San Francisco. Photo: 
Devon Bella.

WEDNESDAYS
Joseph del Pesco 

The  Wednesday-night event program at Kadist in 
San Francisco was initiated in 2008 as a small-scale, fast-
paced, casual, but concise evening series featuring cocktails, 
international artworks, and conversation.

Four key observations about the cultural climate of 
San Francisco at that time helped shape the program. First, 
we noted that many of the single-screen cinemas in the 
neighborhood had closed in recent years, and that while 
some micro-cinemas had appeared, few were showing artist 
videos. Second, while many local art colleges and universities 
hosted artist talks, PowerPoint presentations had grown stale 
and predictable, often took place in large, impersonal audi-
toriums, and rarely led to interesting conversations. Third, 
we conducted an exhaustive survey of the calendar of eve-
ning events in San Francisco, and discovered that Thursday, 
Friday, and Saturday nights were routinely programmed, but 
Wednesdays were comparatively open. Finally, we noted that 
creative gastronomy was quickly becoming a central part of 
the culture of the Bay Area, and that our program would do 
well to integrate some of its convivial aspects, emphasizing 
international influences.

Very early on, an emphasis was placed on primary 
rather than secondary experience, which led to a ban on 
PowerPoint presentations. We eventually broke this rule, 
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2016  Camera of Wonders, curated by Jens Hoffmann, Museo de Arte Moderno 
Medellín, Colombia. Photo: Museo de Arte Moderno Medellín.

but having it in place helped us focus on bringing artworks 
into the room, rather than just hearing about them produced 
somewhere else, for other people (via slideshow). In other 
words, we wanted those in attendance to bear witness, not 
just hear old news read to them. In the first years, about half 
of the artworks presented were videos that could be shipped 
in FedEx envelopes or (later) downloaded from the cloud. 
And when it was too complicated or expensive to fly an artist 
from an international city for a one-night event, we sourced 
expertise locally. We found scholars, writers, curators, and 
philosophers who studied the subject of the artwork being 
presented, rather than talking about visual aesthetics or the 
history of art. In this way, we came to understand that the 
Wednesday-night event program was positioning art as a 
point of departure, inciting thought and conversation about 
social and political issues of the day.

We worked closely with an architect on the event 
space (one of three galleries) at Kadist, which was designed 
to be flexible, intimate, and sociable. It accommodates about 
fifty people, and can be arranged and reconfigured to meet 
the demands of a particular event. In the beginning, the sub-
ject of an evening, the cultural background of the artists or 
curators involved, and the arrangement of the space (even 
the direction the chairs faced) was as varied as possible—
from one event to the next—both to explore the limits of the 
space, and in response to the unique character of what was 
being presented. The start times of Wednesdays are always 
announced an hour ahead, and each evening begins with a 
cocktail, served gratis. The cocktail hour was established to 
welcome new guests, introduce visiting artists, and make 

the various imbricated creative communities of the Bay Area 
visible and interconnected. More often than not, the cocktail 
was concocted and served by an artist—a small offering from 
the local in an otherwise emphatically international program 
(although we served at least a dozen cocktails invented by 

A
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2016  Habits and customs of _______ are so different from ours that we 
visit them with the same sentiment that we visit exhibitions, curated 
by Biljana Ciric, Kadist, Paris. Works by Irena Haiduk and Siniša Ilic. 
Photo: Aurélien Mole.

artists like Ryan Gander and Joachim Koester, coinciding 
with a presentation of their work). And the culinary aspect 
of the program didn’t stop with cocktails. Food was often 
served, from a variation of Martin Kippenberger’s favorite 
Nudelauflauf prepared by chef Leif Hedendal to Chez Panisse 

chef Jérôme Waag’s recipe for clams à la Hiquily. Hedendal 
became a regular culinary collaborator, working with Ben 
Kinmont on his Exhibition in Your Mouth (2012) and collaborat-
ing with Erick Beltrán on his Mythological Gastronomy (2015), 
among others.

During the first few years, we hosted an event every 
Wednesday night for three-month-long seasons. This meant 
we were programming about thirty events a year, which was 
thrilling and exhausting in equal measure. We were able to 
do so thanks to the generosity of institutional collaborators, 
and also guest curators who occasionally hosted an event 
and gave us a chance to step back, take a seat, and join the 
conversation. We had many unforgettable contributions in 
those years from curators like Christina Linden, Hou Hanru, 
Jens Hoffmann, Chris Fitzpatrick, Constance Lewallen, 
Larry Rinder, Rudolf Frieling, Zoe Butt, Rob Blackson, René 
de Guzman, Leigh Markopoulos, David Kasprzak, and Apsara 
DiQuinzio. Artists working or living in the area, like Tony 
Labat, Brian Karl, Jason Fulford, Anne Walsh, and Anthony 
Discenza, also hosted events. But my greatest thrill since 
our opening night in March of 2009 has been watching the 
talented curators at Kadist like Devon Bella, Heidi Rabben, 
and Jordan Stein continue the Wednesday series, taking it 
places I never imagined.

A Representation and Its Discontents, 2013. Photo: Al McElrath. 
B Rebecca Solnit and Futurefarmers, 2012. Photo: Al McElrath.

B
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2016  Evidence of Things Not Seen, Hank Willis Thomas, Kadist, San Francisco. 
Photo: Jeff Warrin.

DISCURSIVE, PERFORMATIVE, AND TRANSITORY: 
THINKING THROUGH AND PRESENTING 

THE COLLECTION 
Devon Bella

Looking back at the first seven years of programs at Kadist 
in San Francisco, the early events continue to influence my 
expectations of art and its organizations, specifically how to 
think together about contemporary art collections and social 
impact. We created, with the close help of our peers, a genu-
ine space for radical relationships with artworks. Functioning 
as a kind of laboratory for social transformation, the program 
was founded on the belief that discursive participation and 
meaningful firsthand encounters with artworks are vital to 
critical culture and perspectives. Rather than engaging exclu-
sively with the exhibition as a primary medium, we prioritized 
discursive, performative, and transitory practices by which to 
think through and present the collection.

One of the first works we presented from the collection 
was a limited-time screening of East Side Story (2006–8) by 
Igor Grubić [A] in 2011. The two-channel video projection occu-
pied the room and was followed by a discussion moderated 
by curator Christina Linden and artist Anne Walsh. The work 
pairs documentary footage taken from two separate gay 
pride events, one in the streets of Belgrade in 2001 and one 
in Zagreb in 2002, with choreographic reenactments of the 
events in those same locations by a group of dancers. In the 
documentary footage there are troubling scenes of nation-
alism and hatred toward LGBTQ people; in the reenactment, 
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2016  Feathered Changes, Serpent Disappearances, Mariana Castillo 
Deball, Walter and McBean Galleries, San Francisco Art Institute. 
Photo: Gregory Goode.

the dancers recall both the stand taken by demonstrators and 
the violent backlash from onlookers. Recalling Grubić’s work, 
theories of complex embodiment could be extended; therein 
lies a bodily knowledge inscribed into individual dancers who 
manage to recover the trauma of the original events with a 
new dimension of understanding. East Side Story presented 
a context that was otherwise presumably illegible for those 
of us who had not spent time in Croatia or Serbia. The events 
in the footage were the result of very specific circumstances, 
yet Grubić’s work was not in any way to be considered as 
belonging to the distant past. While the footage of generic 
fascism in faraway Europe was vivid, it also brought to mind 
events close to home, namely several LGBTQ youth suicides 
as well as anti-LGBTQ violent attacks and murders that had 
taken place in the United States earlier that year.

It was the first time East Side Story had been presented 
in the United States, ten years after the original demonstra-
tions occurred. When the fourteen-minute screening ended, 
after the first few quiet moments passed, the audience 
erupted. What proceeded was an intense hour-long conver-
sation among a small group of colleagues and strangers who 
openly conveyed their emotional and critical reactions not 
only to the aesthetics of the work, but also to the conditions 
that produced this troubling reality. It was the first time we 
embedded a public dialogue into the collection, and thereafter 
set forth to organize programs from this implicit ethical frame-
work: turning our galleries into a place of assembly in order 
to build empathy for issues of both local and global concern.

A more recent project continues this goal. Hardly ever 
is an invitation made to engage with artworks through touch, 

so it was with a gambling mindset that I organized the event 
“The Levity, the Gravity.” [B] I invited Melbourne-based artist 
Fayen d’Evie and writer and UC Berkeley professor Georgina 
Kleege to extend their work on tactility and blindness. Touch 
was foregrounded as a generative concept, opening space 

A
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2016  Extrastellar Evaluations, Yin-Ju Chen, Kadist, San Francisco. Photo: 
Jeff Warrin.

for critical inquiry into the ocular-centric norms of exhibit-
ing. Professor Kleege led a group touch tour of four works 
from the collection, revealing that artworks invite a different 
approach to tactile exploration. For example, a small set of 
marble figures by Daniel Joseph Martinez prompted a gentle 

tracing motion with the fingertips. The marble was cool, not 
at all forgiving or receptive, whereas a hanging installation by 
Jompet Kuswidananto incited a playful and dexterous manip-
ulation that made the saddles wobble and swing.

We  derived our title “The Levity, the Gravity” from 
Robert Hooke, a seventeenth-century curator of experiments 
at the Royal Society in London. Hooke, in evaluating his own 
moment, saw a problem among his peers and their practices 
of superficial description and compiled a taxonomy of tac-
tile qualities to be examined in any object: “Gravity, or Levity. 
Coarseness, or Fineness. Fastness, or Looseness. Stiffness, 
or Pliableness. Roughness, or Brittleness. Clamminess, or 
Slipperiness.” [1] Prior to the mid-1800s, tactile interaction was 
routine for visitors experiencing collections of art, and touch 
was integral to accounts of aesthetic appreciation. But as 
museums of art evolved into programs for civic education, 
more prudent models of visitor behavior prohibited touch.

“The Levity, the Gravity” explored the compromises of 
sight-based description, specifically what is lost when manual 
handling is no longer part of our production of knowledge, and 
made possible a type of seeing located directly in the mind, in 
language, and in the physical senses. It was a discursive impro-
visation, utilizing artworks, that aimed to shift one of the primary 
modes of “accessibility” as an artistic and curatorial proposition.

1 Robert Hooke quoted in Constance Classen, “Touch in the Museum,” 
in The Book of Touch, ed. Constance Classen (Oxford: Berg, 2005), 276.

A Igor Grubić, East Side Story, 2006–8. Screening of the two-channel 
video projection, Kadist San Francisco, 2011.

B “The Levity, The Gravity,” Kadist San Francisco, 2016.

B
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2016  Malay Mawar, Shooshie Sulaiman, Kadist, Paris. Photo: Aurélien Mole.

THE ARTIST INTERVIEW PROCESS
Pete Belkin

There is no set way to conduct an artist interview, and by 
working closely with artists to develop unique formats, we 
have discovered that there are many ways to reveal an art-
ist’s practice through an exchange recorded on video. While 
studio visits remain an integral part of understanding a wide 
scope of approaches, we have taken tours through cities, 
spoken with artists about works in current exhibitions, and 
documented processes and projects in the making. Hearing 
artists speak about their concepts and work has been an 
invaluable experience as we continue to compile these inter-
views that are somewhere between an artwork, a document, 
and a curatorial project.
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2016  Soil and Stones, Souls and Songs, curated by Cosmin Costinas and Inti 
Guerrero, Museum of Contemporary Art and Design, Manila. Photo: 
Jeff Warrin.

A

The videos, when published online, seem to take on a life 
of their own. In an effort to give the artists their true voices, 
we often conduct them in the interviewee’s native tongue, 
whether it is French, Spanish, Mandarin, Russian, or any-
thing else. Shot on location in English at Mission Chinese 
Restaurant in San Francisco, Mark Soo decided to re record 
the conversation in English and dub it back over the video, 
making his lips move as if speaking in another language.

Artists have always been involved in creating insti-
tutions, in writing, in generating discourse, and in 
curating each other in their works. I think that’s an 
important way to kind of extend the way an artist can 
think, to be, and to operate. —Mark Soo
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2016  The Secret, Fiamma Montezemolo, Kadist, San Francisco. Photo: 
Jeff Warrin. 

B

At times we have called on close collaborators to be in con-
versation with artists. In 2012 we had an opportunity to stage 
a conversation between artist Barry McGee and curator 
Renny Pritikin, pulling on their personal knowledge of non-
profit spaces in the San Francisco Bay Area while discuss-
ing McGee’s solo exhibition at the Berkeley Art Museum and 
Pacific Film Archive.
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2016  Corner of the Eye, Moshekwa Langa and Nora Schultz, curated by 
Léna Monnier and Josh Ginsburg, Kadist, Paris. Photo: Aurélien Mole.

C

Many artists prefer not to be on camera at all. For instance, for 
an interview with the Irish duo Kennedy Browne, we worked 
with an actor standing in for both collaborators. In this case, 
the hired actor memorized the answers from a script prede-
termined by the artists. In the interview with Ho Tzu Nyen, 
the artist decided to appear as a magnificent tiger, the sub-
ject of much of his current research around Malayan myth 
and folklore. 
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2016  Frozen World of the Familiar Stranger, curated by Sitara Chowfla and 
Heidi Rabben, Kadist, San Francisco. Work by Sahej Rahal. Photo: 
Kadist.

D

Digging into topics related to digital photography, image cre-
ation, and appropriation, Los Angeles–based Asha Schechter 
appeared in conversation with Devon Bella through an ani-
mated video interview, a format chosen by the artist. Here, 
interviewer and interviewee are represented by stock models 
often used by Schechter himself in his digital collages: the 
curator as an alarm clock and the artist as a soccer ball. 
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2016  Frozen World of the Familiar Stranger, curated by Sitara Chowfla and 
Heidi Rabben, Khoj International Artists’ Association, Delhi. Work by 
Rachel Rose. Photo: Suresh Pandey.

E

On a trip to Oaxaca, Mexico, curator Michele Fiedler inter-
viewed close collaborator Dr. Lakra. During the interview she 
was tattooed by the artist in his studio.
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2016  Ankhrasmation: The Language Scores, Wadada Leo Smith, Kadist, 
San Francisco. Photo: Jeff Warrin.

F

Sometimes the best way to understand the practice of an 
artist is to go to their mother’s house. In a three-chapter exclu-
sive interview with Mexico City–based Abraham Cruzvillegas, 
the artist also drove us on a unique tour of the city he calls 
home, taking us to various historical neighborhoods that 
inform his history and practice. 

We were saying that no transformation is bad, even 
destruction is good. This  is the best thing that can 
happen to any community, the transformation of the indi-
vidual relating to the community, but not in a naive way.
—Abraham Cruzvillegas
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2017  Soil and Stones, Souls and Songs, curated by Cosmin Costinas and 
Inti Guerrero, Para Site, Hong Kong. Photo: Para Site, Hong Kong.

G

For  all of our on-site projects, we make sure to inter-
view the artists and curators who make them possible. 
For  residency-based and longer-term engagements with 
artists in our spaces, the interview has been a unique window 
into how an artist develops a project over an extended time-
frame. In-residence artist Arseny Zhilyaev gave us an exclu-
sive tour of his Museum of Russian History as manifested at 
Kadist Paris. Likewise through the camera lens we saw artist 
Shooshie Sulaiman transform the gallery space into a garden 
for her project Malay Mawar (2016). 
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2017  Conceal, Cover with Sand, Replicate, Translate, Restore, Kadist, Paris. 
Work by Pio Abad. Photo: Aurélien Mole.

H

Overall, these interviews serve as records of invaluable 
conversations, studio visits, discussions, and encounters 
with artists at critical junctures in their creative processes. 
Plus there have been many memorable moments along the 
way, such as the time when Július Koller took a discreet photo 
of the interviewers at work.

A Video interview with Mark Soo, 2012. 
B Video interview with Kennedy Browne, 2012. 
C Video interview with Ho Tzu Nyen, 2016. 
D Video interview with Asha Schechter, 2014. 
E Video interview with Dr. Lakra, 2014. 
F Video interview with Abraham Cruzvillegas, 2013. 
G Video interview with Shooshie Sulaiman, 2016. 
H Video interview with Július Koller, 2007.

All artist interviews produced by Kadist are viewable at kadist.org.
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2017  Parthenon Marbles, Alexandra Pirici, Kadist collection. Produced by Future 
Climates and Kadist for the exhibition Conceal, Cover with Sand, Replicate, 
Translate, Restore, Kadist, Paris. Photo: Ouidade Soussi-Chiadmi.

KADIST ONLINE PROJECTS
Joseph del Pesco 

We set out to develop a series of online projects as a way 
to keep the conversation going with some of the artists 
and curators we’d been thinking about, and those who had 
already worked with us through the residency or exhibition 
programs in one of our venues in San Francisco and Paris. 
Having learned a few lessons from past online initiatives like 
Kapsul.org, an online tool we developed for artists and cura-
tors to share collections of images, our approach has been 
closer to publishing than to commissioning new-media art-
works, while making use of the extended media capabilities 
of the World Wide Web.

Although Kadist has occasionally supported the 
production of print publications (like this one), often in col-
laboration with other institutions, most of our attention has 
been focused on the digital horizon. We set our scope within 
the technical and aesthetic vernacular of the web, accept-
ing its existing culture and behaviors rather than attempting 
to impose new ones. In other words, we eschewed tech-
nological gimmickry in favor of well-established modes of 
interaction like the hyperlink and scrolling image blog, and 
endeavored to find fresh variations and points of entry for 
artists and curators.

Kadist Online Projects began in May of 2015 with the 
One Sentence Exhibition and The Reader. One Sentence 
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2017  1440 Sunsets per 24 Hours, Haig Aivazian, Kadist, Paris. Photo: 
Aurélien Mole.

Exhibition (http://ose.kadist.org) is an online platform for cura-
tors, with eighteen contributions over the past two years. 
It involves, quite simply, stringing together a series of hyper-
links, compressing the concept of an exhibition into a sen-
tence chosen or written by one of the many curators we’ve 
worked with or admire from around the world. We invite them 
to link each word in the sentence to an image, video, text, or 
website—any online medium that can be accessed. In this 
way the sentence becomes a compact architecture, both 
narrating and delivering the content of an exhibition. But the 
collection of material assembled through the sentence can 
take as much viewing time as visiting an in-person exhibi-
tion, as videos and texts often require some time to view or 
read. The inspiration for the One Sentence Exhibition comes 
from J. G. Ballard’s experimental short story “Notes Towards 
a Mental Breakdown” (1967), in which each word in the single 
sentence that makes up the entirety of the story is accompa-
nied by a footnote. The extended narrative is thus revealed 
post hoc, in a succession of notes, each revealing a compo-
nent of the story. Accordingly, each curator-contributor is 
invited to annotate each link in the form of a footnote, as a 
reservoir for commentary or a stand-in for the gallery label. 
While the links embedded in the sentence lead elsewhere, 
the sentence remains at the bottom of the screen as a form 
of extra-diegetic accompaniment.

The Reader (http://thereader.kadist.org), a collabora-
tion with Enar de Dios Rodríguez, began in 2015 with a long 
look at paintings featuring women reading books in various 
museum collections. The  contents of the pages of these 
books, abstracted in brushstrokes, suggest a world of possi-
ble narratives. We commissioned five women artists to imag-
ine, through writing a short text, what was on the page of the 
book or in the mind of the woman reading. We then hired voice 
actors, chosen with the artists, to produce an audio version 
of each text, which is presented on the website alongside the 
image of the artwork.

Since the initial launch, several new projects and 
series have been produced, including a few one-off proj-
ects such as the recent screen-saver download by Tauba 
Auerbach, Spiral Induction (2017), and an interview with the 
legendary Canadian artist, filmmaker, and experimental jazz 
pianist Michael Snow, Questions & Answers (2016). For the 
latter I  collaborated with artist Euan Macdonald to pose 
fifteen questions to Snow, who replied in the form of short 
piano improvisations. Snow has been a virtuosic jazz pianist 
since the late 1940s, and has achieved such fluency with the 
instrument that his replies were quasi-linguistic—communi-
cating at the edge of language through variations in speed, 
intensity, and rhythm. Audio of the answers to our questions 
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2017  What We Know That We Don’t Know, Kadist, San Francisco. Work by 
Walid Raad. Photo: Jeff Warrin.

(at http://snow.kadist.org) is followed by an epilogue, offering 
reflections on the subjects raised by the questions.

ADDENDUM (http://addendum.kadist.org), another 
series initiated in the second year of producing online proj-
ects, replaces advertising images on websites with visual 
essays by artists. It’s built on a web browser plugin called 
Add-Art first developed in 2007 by the artist Steve Lambert. 
Each visual essay produced by an artist is a collection of 
seven to ten images, each accompanied by a web link (to non-
commercial destinations). Users see ads on the page they are 
viewing replaced by one image from the visual essay—the first 
in a series. On the next page they visit, the ads are replaced 
by the second image in the essay, and so on. As a result, a 
narrative takes form on the margins of commercial websites. 
An addendum is a note of omission or correction added to 
the end of a printed publication. And with the internet, these 
need not be separate documents, published after the fact. 
ADDENDUM allows web users to make their own corrections 
to web pages, updated in real time.

Other one-off projects with artists include Jason Fulford 
and Hernán Díaz’s 2015 trip to Passaic, New Jersey, to look for 
monuments (http://monument.kadist.org), and a 2017 audio-
book of folktales told by Sudanese and Eritrean refugees to the 
Iranian Israeli artist Elham Rokni (http://folktales.kadist.org). 
We  also produced a series conceived and edited by the 
Latitudes curatorial office in Barcelona. The 2016 Incidents 
(of Travel) (http://incidents.kadist.org) explored different cor-
ners of the world through chartered daylong travel itineraries 
as a form of artistic encounter and an extended conversation 
between a curator and an artist.

To end on a technical note, you may have noticed that 
most of the online projects are located on micro-sites and 
use subdomains (X.kadist.org), which identifies them as small 
extensions, or satellites, of the existing Kadist.org website. 
This keeps the URLs short for distribution via social media, 
and separates them from the programmatic framework of 
the main website. This frees them from needing to rely on the 
design protocols of the primary website (which is periodically 
updated) so that they can establish their own visual identity 
and modes of interaction. Some are managed by CMS (con-
tent management systems) with a login and backend, and 
others are updated by hand-coding HTML. We’ve been very 
lucky to work closely with a talented developer, Oliver Wise 
at The Present Group, to code all of these projects.
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2017  Soil and Stones, Souls and Songs, curated by Cosmin Costinas and 
Inti Guerrero, Jim Thompson Art Center, Bangkok. Work by Trevor 
Yeung. Photo: Photogenic.

KADIST ARTIST CIRCLE: 
TEN YEARS INTO THE FUTURE

Ho Tzu Nyen, Hank Willis Thomas, 
Pedro Reyes, and Dora García

Kadist regularly consults a group of international artists for 
their opinions on critical issues, perspectives on international 
programs, and views on the future of art. The Kadist Artist 
Circle, as it’s called, also nominates remarkable artist projects 
from anywhere in the world (including small publications, 
education initiatives, artist-run institutions, and social proj-
ects) for an award, with the goal of honoring the contribu-
tions they make to their communities through their art-related 
activities. The artists in the Circle are Dora García, Walid 
Raad, Pedro Reyes, Ho Tzu Nyen, and Hank Willis Thomas. 
We invited them to imagine how the world, their work, and art 
in general will look ten years from now—politically, socially, 
culturally, aesthetically.
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2017  Brutalismo Americano, Marlon de Azambuja, Kadist, San Francisco. 
Photo: Jeff Warrin.

HO TZU NYEN

Earth above and Earth below:

The Earth contains and sustains.
In this situation, the Superior Person should not take 
the initiative;
he should follow the initiative of another.
He should seek receptive allies in the southwest; 
he should break ties
with immovable allies in the northeast.

Responsive devotion.
Receptive influence.
Sublime Success if you keep to your course.

Hexagram #2—K’un (The Receptive)
The I-Ching

HANK WILLIS THOMAS

1 Public art will be dominant.
2 Art and advocacy will be normal parts of civic life.
3 People will be collecting code.
4 The art market will go through a major shift due to the 

digital revolution.
5 People will be less invested in owning items and more 

into owning ideas and code.
6 The internet as we know it will not be a thing.
7 Environmental shifts will force artists, designers, sci-

entists, and policy makers to reconsider the boundar-
ies of their work.

8 Collective ownership models will revolutionize “art 
collecting.”

9 I will be more of a temporal artist than a physical one.
10 The business of art will be exposed and more democratic.
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2017  Almost Nothing, and Yet Not Nothing, curated by Che Kyongfa and 
Élodie Royer, Museum of Contemporary Art Tokyo. Work by Motohiro 
Tomii. Photo: Haruyuki Shirai.

PEDRO REYES

As the drastic effects of climate change make themselves 
ever more clear with floods and fires, the need to plant trees 
will be one of our most important activities. Our  survival 
depends on it. On the other hand, getting rid of weapons is 
also a matter of survival. 

In the coming future we will see that in a situation of 
emergency, social unrest will turn very easily into violence. 
That’s why I believe that more efforts to withdraw weapons 
from circulation are needed, even if this seems an insur-
mountable task.

Ten years ago, in 2006, I started a project called Palas 
por pistolas, which consisted of 1,527 weapons that were 
melted and made into 1,527 shovels to plant the same number 
of trees. Ten years later, I was offered the opportunity to do a 
new installment of this piece in the city of Chicago. The event 
was organized by the School of the Art Institute of Chicago, 
and it was a particular occasion, since it was a mash-up with 
7,000 Oaks by Joseph Beuys. Guns from Chicago are cur-
rently being melted and forged into shovels that we’ll use 
on September 25, 2017, to start the planting of 7,000 trees in 
North Lawndale. 

Going back ten years into the past makes me want 
to go ten years into the future, and my hope would be that in 
ten years I’ll have had the opportunity to continue doing this 
work in my own country. Or even better, I would like this piece 
to become public policy, since Mexico has among the worst 
deforestation of the world in recent times.

Now I have to make a little parenthesis: Do you recall a 
phrase by John Cage that says “Don’t try to change the world, 
you will only make it worse?”

This quote has always intrigued me as a sort of Zen 
koan that needs its mystery unlocked. Once I found a clue 
in an interview that Cage did with Studs Terkel, where Cage 
said the same thing about the risk in attempting to change 
the world. When Terkel asked him to elaborate, Cage said: 
“The world is both hell and heaven; it’s beautiful and horrible 
at the same time. So as much as we have to realize that there 
is hell, we also have to awaken to the fact that it is a paradise.” 
So in the face of disaster, I think that the lesson this medita-
tion gives is that as much as there will be suffering, there will 
be joy. The world is a paradise and it’s our duty to keep this 
paradise alive. There is no garden without a gardener. In ten 
years, we will all be gardeners.
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art

2017  State (in) Concepts, curated by iLiana Fokianaki, Kadist, Paris. Works 
by Laure Prouvost and Jonas Staal. Photo: Aurélien Mole.

DORA GARCÍA

As the image below could illustrate, I believe the process of 
dematerialization will continue, reaching a degree of sophisti-
cation we might find hard to imagine right now. The demateri-
alization of the art object started because of the politicization 
of artists, who, under the urgency of the times in which they 
were living, had to respond to those times as citizens and as 
artists. Under those times, the artists liked to see themselves 
as intellectuals, shapers of ideas, not suppliers of products. 
It was that way back in the 1970s and continues to be increas-
ingly so today.

An artist likes to see herself as a shaper of worlds, 
someone with the analytical capacity to understand a complex 
situation—be it political, social, historical, or personal—and 
expose it with clarity and with a twist. This is a natural process 
that will be accelerated in the immediate future. In that future, 
the (political, economic) insecurity of private and public institu-
tions will make it impossible to keep the patrimony (artworks) 
accessible to the public. Those valuable artworks will be kept 
“safe” in highly secured and inaccessible storage spaces.

Art will have to be remembered by memory, recon-
structed from memory again and again, verbally, because the 
original artworks will only be able to be seen in progressively 
pixelating reproductions.

A
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2017  If Not Apollo, the Breeze, Kadist, San Francisco. Works by Etel Adnan 
and Pope L. Photo: Jeff Warrin. 

This, far from diminishing interest in art, will produce 
on the contrary a strong sense of duty among citizens, eager 
to explain to others artworks that cannot be seen anymore.

Artists will have no interest in producing physical 
works, since those newly produced artworks will immediately 
be taken to the inaccessible storage spaces. Rather, they will 
focus all their attention on creating situations as artworks, 
produced and enjoyed collectively and ephemerally—as 
everything is ephemeral. It will be an art that is experienced, 
then gone, but with the incredible potential to be “called to 
life” whenever it is wanted and needed. 

We could imagine instructions, scores, descriptions, 
scripts, notations, suggestions, role plays, live actions, per-
sonality swapping, gender fluidity practices, dances, cho-
reographed movements, exercises of care, love, touch, 
meditations, solitary walks, fasting periods, collective hal-
lucinations, body disciplines, reading circles, reciting and 
singing groups, secret societies, rumors, whisperings, 
disappearances, singing of songs and anthems, ritual con-
sumption of alcohol and other behavior-altering substances, 
repetitive movements, screams, glossolalia, swinging part-
ners, poetry writings, renamings, out-of-body experiences, 
induced dreams, lucid dreams, daydreams, momentary blind-
ness, catatonia, hyperactivity, minutes of silence—an infinite 
number of possibilities that will substitute for the object of art, 
completely eliminating the need to possess it, but encourag-
ing very much the need to preserve it, freed from weight and 
size and market value.

A Dora García, The Mnemosyne Revolution, 2016. Pencil on paper, 
28 × 21 cm. Courtesy the artist.
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2017  The Electric Comma, curated by Pete Belkin and Katerina Chuchalina, 
V-A-C Foundation, Venice. Work by Shannon Ebner. Courtesy V-A-C 
collection. Photo: Andrea Avezzù.

KADIST RESIDENTS

PARIS

2017 Haig Aivazian, artist (b. Lebanon, 1980)
2016 Moshekwa Langa, artist (b. South Africa, 1975); 

Shooshie Sulaiman, artist (b. Malaysia, 1973)
2015 Biljana Ciric, curator (b. Serbia, 1977); 

Em’kal Eyongakpa, artist (b. Cameroon, 1981);
 Julia Morandeira Arrizabalaga, curator (b. Spain, 1982)
2014 Meiro Koizumi, artist (b. Japan, 1976); 

Camilia Marambio, curator (b. Chile, 1979)
2013 Zasha Colah and Sumesh Sharma, curators of 

Clark House Initiative, Bombay (b. India, 1982, 1983); 
Didier Houénoudé, curator (b. Benin, 1977);

 Nicolás Paris, artist (b. Colombia, 1977); 
Arseny Zhilyaev, artist (b. Russia, 1984)

2012 Rossella Biscotti, artist (b. Italy, 1978); 
Jonas Staal, artist (b. the Netherlands, 1981); 
Zhou Tao, artist (b. China, 1976)

2011 Lars Laumann, artist (b. Norway, 1975); 
Geoffrey Farmer, artist (b. Canada, 1967); 
Matteo Lucchetti, curator (b. Italy, 1984)

2010 Dougal Phillips, curator (b. Australia, 1978); 
Goldin+Senneby, artists (b. Sweden, 1981, 1971); 
Jordan Kantor, artist (b. USA, 1972)
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2017  Memoir Cocktails (2016–ongoing), Moe Satt, Kadist, San Francisco. 
Photo: Zhengdong Ye.

2009 Jennifer Teets, curator (b. USA, 1978); 
Maria Fusco, art critic (b. Ireland, 1972)

2008 Danh Vō, artist (b. Vietnam, 1975); 
Sofía Hernández Chong Cuy, curator (b. Mexico, 1975); 
Cosmin Costinas, curator (b. Romania, 1982)

2007 Mario García Torres, artist (b. Mexico, 1975); 
Adam Carr, curator (b. England, 1981)

2006 Wilfredo Prieto, artist (b. Cuba, 1978)

SAN FRANCISCO

2017 Minerva Cuevas, artist (b. Mexico, 1975); 
Fucking Good Art, magazine (Rotterdam)

2016 Yin-Ju Chen, artist (b. Taiwan, 1977); 
 LEAP, magazine (China); 
 Mariana Castillo Deball, artist (b. Mexico, 1975)
2015 Adelita Husni-Bey, artist (b. Italy, 1985); 
 Erick Beltrán, artist (b. Mexico, 1974); 
 un Projects/Magazine (Australia)
2014 Marcelo Cidade, artist (b. Brazil, 1979); 
 Robert Zhao Renhui, artist (b. Singapore, 1983)
2013 Young-Hae Chang Heavy Industries, art 

collective (Seoul); 
 White Fungus, magazine (Taiwan); 
 Joachim Koester, artist (b. Denmark, 1962)
2012 Juan Gaitán, curator (b. Canada, 1973); 
 Gabriel Sierra, artist (b. Colombia, 1975)
2011 Pierre Leguillon, artist (b. France, 1969); 
 NERO, magazine (Italy); 
 May, magazine (France); 
 Lin Yilin, artist (b. China, 1964)
2010 Fillip, magazine (Vancouver); 
 Patrick Bernier and Oliver Martin, artists 

(b. France, 1971; b. Belgium, 1972)
2009 Aurélien Froment, artist (b. France, 1976)
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This book is dedicated to all the artists, curators, writers, 
collaborators who have inspired and built Kadist, and in 
particular to Geneviève Worms.
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A NOTE ON THE TYPE

The changing typeface used to set the Kadist mission state-
ment on the left-hand pages of A Distinct Itinerary in Space 
and Time is called Meta-The-Difference-Between-The-Two-
Font (MTDBT2F), designed by Dexter Sinister in 2010 after 
Metafont, a digital typography system originally programmed 
by computer scientist Donald Knuth in 1979.

Unlike more common digital outline font formats such as 
TrueType or Postscript, a Metafont is constructed of strokes 
drawn with set-width pens. Instead of describing each of the 
individual shapes that make up a family of related characters, 
a Metafont file describes only the basic pen path or *skeleton* 
letter. Perhaps better imagined as the ghost that comes in 
advance of a particular letterform, a Metafont character is 
defined only by a set of equations. It is then possible to tweak 
various parameters such as weight, slant, and superness (more 
or less bold, italic, and a kind of chutzpah) in order to generate 
endless variations on the same bare bones.

Meta-The-Difference-Between-The-Two-Font is 
essentially the same as Metafont, abiding the obvious fact that 
it swallows its predecessor. Although the result may look the 
same, it clearly can’t be, because in addition to the software, 
the new version embeds its own backstory.

In this sense, MTDBT2F is not only a tool to generate 
countless PostScript fonts, but *at least equally* a tool to think 
about and around Metafont. Mathematician Douglas Hofstadter 
once noted that one of the best things Metafont might do is 
inspire readers to chase after the intelligence of an alphabet, 
and yield new insights into the elusive “spirits” that flit about 
so tantalizingly behind those lovely shapes we call “letters.”

On January 19, 2013, Dexter Sinister signed a con-
tract licensing the use of Meta-The-Difference-Between-The-
Two-Font to Kadist for use as a continuously evolving house 
type, or logo. The contract’s words remain true, if a bit more 
convincing, now almost four years later:

Kadist asserts an up-front commitment to allowing this 
eventual process to run its course, without excessive 
concern as to the form of the logo at any one particu-
lar moment, and with willful disregard to the winds of 
fashion or the mandates of technology, but instead, to 
pledge and bond itself to the principle that slowness and 
attention are their own rewards.

Dexter Sinister 
January 11, 2018
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